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ALHUQUKHQUK,

REPUBLICANS

RUSSIAN MOBS ACTED

CELEBRATING

Party-M- eet

RATHER THAN AS MEN

as National

UNION

Where First

Brutality and Beastliness
Scarcely Be Imagined

Convention Met.'
FATAL COLLISION OF TRAINS

Exhibited Which Can
Two Hundred and

SPECIAL AND FAST
FREIGHT COLLIDE.
Bridgeport, Ohio, June 18. A collision between a Baltimore & Ohio
fast freight and General Superintendent Lore's special at Risky - Run,
early today, caused probably fatal injuries to both engineers and the complete destruction of both engines and
must of the cars.
IN VALLEY

OF ZAVER
OCCURS CLOUDBURST.

Prague, Bohemia, June 18. A disastrous cloudburst occurred todayover the communes of Sealan, Symchow and Koniplscht, in the valley of
the Zaver river. Seventy houses, be
sides dams, bridges and roads, were
swept away. Fields were devastated,
trees uprooted and much live stock
Seven person? are missing.
IHTished.
OFFICERS WILL ATTEND
MILITARY

MANEUVERS.

Washington, D. C, June 18. Arrangements have been made by whict
the officers of the general staff will
attend the mobilization maneuvers at
Mount Gretna, Pa., where the New
York militia will be encamped, and
at the other six places of concentration of the regulars and the organized
militia. It is intended that the general
staff officers shall carefully observe
the operations of the troops, and It
to arrange
is under contemplation
during the encampment of the militia
for a series of lectures based on the
evolutions of the troops. The details
of military action will be left to the
camp commanders who will have most
general instructions regarding what is
expected of them as commanding gen
erals of the combined maneuvers
There will probably bo some sham
battles, although this is an element
which is not favored except in so far
as It enables officers to get the men in
the field under conditions of resemb
ling those of actual warfare. It is
considered that it adds to the Interest
of the participants to have them imagine themselves in battle, since any
form of rivalry increases the personal
interest in any sort of maneuvers.
Bunker Hill Day in Boston.
Mass., June IS. Yesterday
was Bunker Hill Day, but at is fell
m a Sunday the patriotic people of
Charlestown will celebrate the annl
versary today. The celebration began
e
parade
this morning with an
by members of the numerous social
clubs of the Bunker Hill district. It
was held under the auspices of the
Carnival association and consisted of
a large number of marchers in colonial
costumes and flouts with grotesquely
attired groups.
In the afternoon
there w... be a
military parade, consisting of about
l.OoO men from the United States war
ships in the harbor, marines from the
navy yard, several companies of coast
artillery from the forts, two regiments
of militia, high school battallion. G
A. R.. Sons of Veterans and Legion of
Spanish War Veterans.
The principal event this evening
will be an electrical parade with six
teen illuminated floats, representing
scenes from Mother Goose rhyme and
It is expected that the
Fairyland.
celebration this evening will attract
enormous crowds from the surround
ing districts.
Bostori,

old-tim-

CLAIMS HE CAN KEEP
COTTON FROM TREES

EYE WITNESS TELLS WHAT
HE SAW FOR HIMSELF.
Odessa, Jdne 18. The Novosti, of

this city, publishes a dispatch from
correspondent at Bialystok, saying:
"I personally counted 290 Jewish
corpses, a great number of which
Only six
were horribly mutilated.
Christians were killed and eight
wounded."
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ANDERSON

LOOKING AT LANDS

FOR THE PURPOSE OF IRRIGATION WITHHOLDING THE DE-

TAILS.

George G. Anderson, a well known
irrigation engineer of Denver, arrived
In the city last Saturday night, and
yesterday held a conference at the
Alvarado w iih C. E. Want land, of
Denver; W. F. Shelton and S. W.
Wort hey, of Chicago; Col. J, S. Van
Doren, of lis Angeles, and Col. E. W.
iKibson, of this city, which resulted in
Messrs. Anderson anil Shelton leaving
list nigl'.t lor western Valencia, count y
to look over certain lands there which,
so the gentlemen stated, will soon be
placed under a most complete system
of Irrigation; hut which they say no
further details can yet be given to the
public.

Messrs. Want land and Worthey will
leave the city tonight, the former re-- j
turning to Denver, and the latter to'
Chicago.
Col. Van Ixireen w ill prob- ably remain here a few days longer.
Spelter.
June

St I.ouis. Mo.,
firm, a! JO 10.

IS.

Spelter,

New York, Juue IS The War Department has been advised thai the
facilities at the target range at Sea
Girt have been materially improved
by the addition of forty Aitken targets, the invention ot an Illinois mil-ilimarksman. This acquisition adds
much to the advantages of Sea Girt,
where the big national match will be
held in September, and for which the
rillo teams of the state troops, the
army, navy and marine corps, Hre
Uii.v in training.
There are indications that the coming national match
will be the largest ever held in this
country. More states will bo represented than ever before; tho army
will send at least two teams, and the
navy and the marine corps will each
be represented by one team.
The
Military academy will not be able to
furnish a competing team, since the
academy authorities find it impossible
to train the cadets in markiuauship
Efficient to warrant their appearance
uj.'ali,Kt the service and state teams,
it has been decided not to send a team
fr.jm tho Naval academy either, although the midshipmen have been doing splendid work at Annapolis under Lieutenant Harris leaning. The
nci.nls made have attracted much attention among the marksmen who
have visited Annapolis and uliot
against the midshipmen team.
One young boy, named Thompson,
of the second class, the smallest boy
.ii the Naval academy, who had no
previous e eritnee with a t itle, promises to no the best shot in the service. He pained special praise from
the luei.iLns ol the 71st New York
team, which recently visited
Annapolis. Sergeant Doyle, the famous shot of the 71st, is quoted by
tho midshipmen as commending the
work of the Annapolis boys. Lieut. Col.
Peter' S. Humus of the tith cavalary,
will be the executive officer of the
national mat li at Seagirt.
a

SOCORRO COUNTY
DISTRICT

COURT

IS ACQUITTED OF
MURDER OF "BIG DICK" CIS-EROS AT KELLY.

CHRISTILAW

Publisher is Dead at San
Rafael, That State.

ling

COTTON OPERATIVES'
RESTORATION OF WAGES.
St. Pe tersburg, June 18. The most shocking reports are arriving In
Fall Itiver, Mass., June 18. The
this city almost daily of the peasants' revolt in the northern provinces and
Cotton Manufacturers' Association of
of the savage efforts of the Cossacks to suppress It. In Morshansk the soldiers burned 2(10 houses, first firing on the occupants, so as to keep them Fall River, representing all the cotton
inside. One hundred women were cremated. At Kazan peasants seized a mill Interests in this city, have In a
freight train on a sidetrack and sent it whirling upon the main tracks Just letter to the textile council, made pub
as a fast express appeared near the station. Forty passengers were killed lic today, orrered to guarantee mill
and nearly 100 injured. Scores of executions occur dally. The horrifying operatives profit sharing dividends of
spectacle of a line of gibbets, with ladies dangling under guard of a sentry, not less than 6 per cent. This offer,
which it is thought will not be acis not unusual.
cepted, was made in response to a
request from the textile council t'uat
the wage scale paid before the general reduction of 12 Vi per cent in 1904
was put Into effect, shall lie restored.
PROMINENT CITIZEN
,
DEAD AT GO.OD AGE,
San Francisco, Cal., June 18. Geo,
K. Fitch, one of the most prominent
citizens of California, died suddenly
last night at San Rafael, where be
has made his home since the fire destroyed his residence in this city, lie
was a pioneer of California, where he
was known as a newspaper publisher
and state printer before 185G, and
whore he was associated with the late
Lortng Chlckering in the proprietorship of the Bulletin and the Call, In
this city. He was aged 80.

TWO BIG MASONIC
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Wil-

to Meet President's
Inspection Views.

Special to Evening Citizen:
Washington, D. C, June 18. Wheu
signing the statehood bill, the president said:
"I signed with a gold pen contributed by Greater Arizona, which produces gold."
laying down the pen, the president
said:
"This pen must come back to me
when I sign the proclamation admit-I- n
g Greater Arizona aa a state."
Andrews received the gold pen today. On their way to the Wliite House
Delegates Andrews and McGuIre had
an agreement that whichever delegate)
succeeded In securing the first star
on the flag, should receive from the
other delegate a $100 suit of clothes.
Mcti ii Ire told the president, who instantly said:
"Delegate Andrews will win the'
suit ot clothes for Greater Arizona! I
feel sure that Andrews will win the
suit. Delegate Andrews, I will do all
I can to help you. I want to clean up
all the territories during my admin- -,
lstration. They must come in."

non-uni-

PRESIDENT IS GETTING
HIS WAY ON INSPECTION.
Washington, D. C, June 18. The
house committee on agriculture today
authorized Chairman Wadsworth and
Representative 11 rooks of Colorado to
t
Inspection provision'
amend
of the agriculture bill to meet the
views of the president, after which,
the bill will be submitted to the president by Speaker Cannon.
It ia stated that not all ot the presidential suggestions will be accepted.
It the wishes of the committee are
complied with. The discussion today
made It plain that there were no ob
jections to eliminating the court re-- !
view provision as suggested by the
president, also that his 'wishes that
the civil service commission furnish,
tho inspectors, will be complied with.
SHRINERS RETURN
There is no opposition to placing the
ot manufacture on the label, and
FROM ROSWELL date
to inserting the words, "In the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture,"
thus making the secretary the final
AND REPORT BEING GLORIOUSLY
SIXTY-SEVEauthority regarding the measure.
ENTERTAINED
CANDIDATES
AT
INITIATED
BLACK DRAPERIES TELL
CERMONIAL SESSION.
tho-mea-

j

j

Boston, Mass., June IS. This city quet and will deliver addresses. The
will be the scene of two of the most general topic of the addresses will be

important Masonic events of the year
during the present week and many of
the most distinguished officers of the
order are here to take part in the two
events. The first event, which Is, in
some respects, the Introduction to the
second, began this morning, when the
triennial assembly of the General
Grand Council of Royal and Select
Masons of the United States, opened
its triennial session at the Masonic
Temple. This is the ninth' triennial
of the assembly and one of the most
important ever held. Tomorrow the
thirty-thir- d
triennial assembly of the
General Grand Hoyal Arch Chapter
of the United States will open its
session at the Masonic Temple.
The most elaborate preparations for
the double event have been made by
the local Masons. The Hotel Brunswick has been selected as the headquarters of the high officers of the order. The business session of both
assemblies will be held in the Masonic
Temple, and, to prevent loss of time.
It lias been arranged that lunches will
be served in the Temple every day
while the assemblies are in Bcssion,
There will be many receptions, dinners, and other social functions during
the week, but the most Important
function will be the great banquet at
Tremont Temple on Thursday night.
A large number of the most distinguished Masons will attend the ban

"Free Masonry as a World Power."
The last triennial assembly of thwt
General Grand Chapter was held in
inline kock, Ark.
No triennial has
been held In Boston since 1850. The
General Grand Chapter of tho United
States was established In Boston on
October 24, 1797. Tho first session
was a convention of representatives of
St. Andrew's Chapter
of Newbury-po- rt
.since renamed King Cyrus Chapter and Temple Chapter of Albany, N.
Y.
There were onlv seven ltovnl
Arch Masons present nt that convention.
Tho delegates met in the old
Masonic Temple, on Anne street, now
North street, and concluded to issue
circulars to the Royal Arch Chapters
of New England and New York state,
calling a meeting in Hartford. This
convention was held In that city on
January 24, 171)8, and there was completed the organization of the General
Grand Hoyal Arch Chapter of the
United Slates. They selected as the
first general high priest, Ephralm
Kirby of Connecticut. He was installed
by Benjamin Hurd of St. Andrew's
Chapter of Boston, the oldest grand
high priest represented.
They also
adopted a constitution, providing for
septennial convocations. These convocations were held once every seven
years, liiitll 1S2G, when tho General
Grand constitution was amended and
triennial convocations established.

CANNED SAUSAGE

KODAK

PICNIC

POISONED LUMMIS
Charles F. Lunimis, city librarian
of Ij)S Angeles, curator of the Southwestern Museum , f Arcltaeology, and a
prominent writer and publisher of
the City of Angels, wjs in the city
today, returning froi.i a flying trip
to Santa Fe, to w l'i :i place he went
on business connei ;ed with archaeology, and is te. iing somewhat recovered from the effects of ptomaine
poisoning, as the result of eating
canned sausage, which he secured at
Isleta, Friday. He slates that he is
now a firm believer in Upton Sinclair's statements in "The Jungle."
Mr. l.ummis has been exploring the
pueblos aiTjaceni to Albuquerque for
several days in the Interest of the
society of which lie is curator. Prior
to coming here he spent considerable
time in Canyon de Shelley, in northeast Arizona, where extensive
are under way in the cliff
dwellings in the interest of archaeology.
Mr. l.ummis stated that he
expected interesting discoveries to bo
made through these excavations.
exca-vali'i-

-

d.

FALL RIVER SURE SUCH WILL

'San Francisco. Cal., June 18. As a
result of the lockout and trouble existing between the ship owners and
the union sailors In port, one sailor
was Bhot and killed and three were
wounded, last night. The shooting occurred when, a launch occupied by
about fifteen union sailors was fired
on by the schooner National City, as
it lay near the Union Iron works. It
Is said the intention of the union
sailors was to get the
crew
of the vessel to desert her; but when
the launch arrived near by, It Is said
that several volleys were fired from
the schooner.

Special to The Evening Citizen:
Socorro, N. M., June 18. The trial
here of George Christilaw, charged
with the murder of "Big Dick'
at Kelly, two years ago, terminated at t o'clock, Fridav morning,
in a verdict of acquittal.
The Jury in
this case w ent out at 10: 3n Thursday ,
night, and until 2 o'clock in the morn-inirstood six for acquittal ami six for
conviction of murder in the second
degree, and finally lesiilted in a hung
jury.
Judte Parker went down to Desning
Sa'urday to hear the motion for
lat
a new tii.il in the case aualnst Klmer
New York Money Market,
Freeman. oiiicied of the murder of
N w York, .lime is
Money on call,
Victor Queen, at Central, two years
per cent; prime
i
ago.
The motion was denied and u leady. at
sentence of three years in the peni- mercantile paper. r.ii.'a per cent.!
I' r silver, C.V's.c.
tentiary lmpo.-eCis-ner-

AT

a State.

Agd California Newspaper Agricultural Committee

r
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Arch Chapter Meet in Boston,

New York, June 18. Americans will
supply the equipment for a hydroelectric plant to furnish power for a
railroad system and commercial enterprises in the Cashmere valley, in
Northern India. Ten million oollara
will be expended for the work. The
plant will be situated on the Jhelum
river, which is capable of dtveloplng
about luO.Ooo horse pow.fcr. A railway
will be built the entire length of the
valley, a distance, of ISO miles. The
Jhelum river will be deepened to prevent annual floods. One hundred
thousand acres of rice land will be
reclaimed, and various cities will be
supplied with power.
The Cashmere valley Is full of, factories, and here the famous Cashmere
shawls aro woven. Few outsiders have
been allowed to enter tho valley,
which is over one mile above the sea
level.
The government Is independent under a Maharajah, whose annual tribute to the British government is one horse, twelve shawl goats
and three pairs of Cashmere shawls.
In the powerhouses will be installed
generators, built
twelve
liy the General
Electric company,
which will be connected with water
turbines. Tho contract stipulates that
no piece of machinery packed shall
weigh more than four tons, for the
reason that there is two hundred miles
including a
of road transportation,
lift over a mountain 8,000 feet high.
Bullock carts, the capacity of which is
five tons, will transport the machinery. The first notable American project in electrical development in India was at Carvery Falls, where a
horsepower plant was installed to
transmit, power to ihe Mvsore gold

FOR JOINTURE

Sailors.
TROUBLES

t?-

IMMINENT OF
PARLIAMENT FROM CZAR.
St. Petersburg, June 18. The constitutional
democrats seem almost
ready to throw In their lot with the
revolutionists. The popular agitation
is so great, that at a caucus, lasting
three mornings,
the question of
changing the party's tactics and of
abandoning any further attempt to
postpone open rupture with the government, was seriously debated.
The Novoe Vremya today says that
the constitutional democrats have actually resolvedi to break with the government within a few days, but M.
Struve, editor of the Osvobjene, Informed the Associated Press that no
decision had been reached. He admitted, however, that the leaders'
plans are secret. Many of the liberals fear rupture, and regard the
contemplated step as a grave error.
The bakeries continue closed today and the strike of the bakers will
bo followed in a few days by the
butchers" strike.
News from the Interior shows that
the wave of strikes Is spreading, but
it is too early to tell whether they
are spontaneous or organized.
Cases of robbery and lawlessness
are increasing. There have been wo
murderous train robberies In Caucasus and three stage coaches were
held up in Poland. The government
seem. to fear a repetition of the November mutiny at Cronstadt, where
the sailors, marines and soldiers are
reported ns extremely turbulent.

v. .ii t'i

.

GREAT SCHEME IN SEA GIRT TARGET General Grand Council of Royal and Select
Masons and the General Grand Royal
RANGE BETTER
NORTH INDIA

DR. ALBERT MILLER HAS PLAN
RIDDING
FOR
COTTONWOOD
fields.
TREES OF COTTON GROWTH
THEM
WITHOUT INJURING
OTHER NOTES ABOUT
THE ENGINEER
DOCTOR.

Relative to an article appearing
elsewhere in this issue, clipped from
the l.as egas Optic, in which that
paper comments on the transactions
of one Dr. Albert .Miller, representa
live of u fertilizer company of Denver
and Kansas City, Dr. Miller states
that- - he has complied with all the
requirements of his contract with the
Visas people, as far as lilliside
park was concerned.
W. K. Xeal, an insurance man of
this city, and a particular friend of
Dr. Miller, states that the doctor lias
a system for killing the bud which
produces the cotton growth on cotton- wood trees, and that ho is going to
induce the doctor to come to this city
for experiments in that line.
The doctor's plan, which he suc
cessfully demonstrated in Salt Ijike
City, I'lah, is to bore into the tree
und spray the heart of the tree with
n solution that kills the bud which
produces cotton, but which does not
in the least injure the tree. If the
doctor's method is successful he can
estow a great favor upon the resi
dents of this city by ridding them of
the great nuisance, cotton from cul- wood trees.

'

IN HIS POWER

And Wounding Three. AGreater Arizona Must, lie
n
ttack Made by
Said, Come in As

BREAK

BLOOD THIRST REACHED
EVEN SMALL VILLAGES.

Berlin, .nine

.

0m

tcday received a telegram from Gha- jewo, Russian Poland, dated Monday,
savins: that at Lanv. a villa? near
Ballystok, five Jews were killeed and
many wounded, and near Starchelitzi
all the Jew shops had been destroyed.

a

,

Non-Unio-

K .

y

Bialystok, tnoon) June 18 Quiet
reigns today throughout this devasted
town. Firing was heard at midnight
on the outskirts near the cemetery,
but no further disorders occurred. The
total figures of casualties we not
available, but seventy bodies were
burled today. This is claimed to be
Use than half of the killed. Jewish
estimates say that not less than 200
were killed. The number of, wounded
is enormous. Surgeons have arrived
from Warsaw to assist the overworked staff of the hospitals here In caring
for the Injured.
Few Instances are on record where
such excesses of beastliness and brutality were ever exhibited as that
with which the victims of this masSome corpses
sacre were treated.
were mere masses of purple flesh.
Some had scarcely a Bound bone in
their bodies.
Some members of a commission
from the lower house of parliament
who are here to inquire into the massacre, are greeted as saviors by the
population, who flock to their houses
with pathetic Joy and relief. As the
through
the
commissioners pass
streets the people call down blessings
on their heads, and give account of
their own suffering.

WILL DO ALL

KILLING ONE

Ninety Jews and Six Christians Killed.

of the republican party
egun today. Delegations from all
sections of the country are here to
participate in the golden Jubilee, a
feature of which is the presence 01
nearly 200 aged men, veterans of the
republican party's first battle fifty
years ago, when John C. Fremont was
nominated for the presidency.

SAILORS

ARE FIRED ON

Cloudburst in Bohemia Does
EVEN IN SMALL PLACES JEWS WERE MURDERED
Much Damage to Life
and Property.
Hardly Possible for General Revolution to be Postponed
Are Spreading and
Philadelphia, Pa., tune 18. In the
Much Longer-Strik- es
Historical Music Fund hall, the formal celebration of the fiftieth
Army Near Mutiny.
was
anni-arsar-

NUMBER 148

PRESIDENT MADE
PROMISE OF AID

DEATH RULES IN RUSSIA

AS INCARNATE DEVILS

FIFTY YEARS
Of Existence

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING. JUNh 18. l)0(3.
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BEAR CANYON
A

rowd of young people enKodak picnic" at Bear can'

helped Initiate sixty-seve- n
candidates
Into the mysteries
of Shrlnerdom,
and, by their own statements, were
royally
entertained,
with
drives
around the surrounding valley, side
trips to Carlsbad, and banquets, and
as Col. John Borradalle, potentate of
Uallut Abyad Temple, puts It, "even
had a newspaper printed all In red In
our honor, although It mustn't be Inferred that we painted the town red,
also."
Others of the returning Shriners
spoke in highest terms of the I'ecos
valley town and its surroundings,
stating that the valley was a veritable
garden spot, and that it had not yet
reached near Its full growth despite
tho number of settlers that had
in the past year or so.
The oil excitement, it was staled,
had stirred the people up considerably, although as yet there are nothT
iug more than strong indications of
oil, the test well not even being a
boring proposition yet, but the signs
point to possibilities of u gusher at
any time.
English Admiral Dead.
London, June 18. The death is reported at the age of 7a of Rear Admiral John lllythesea. V. C, C. II. C.
I. K. In connection with the Rear Admiral's death it is recalled h.uv he
won his Victoria Cross by an act of
magnificent daring. While serving in
the Galtic during the Russian war. on
board the Arrogant, with the assistance of one or the crew he cut out
the Russian mails from the care of
a strong escort and returned to his
ship, making his prisoners row hira
aboard. Shortly afterward he was
promoted to posl captain, being then
the youngest of that rank in th" Itrit-Is- h
navy.
COURT

on

APPROPRIATION BILLS
CONSIDERABLY
BEHIND
Washington, D. C, June 18. Of the
fourteen appropriation bills which are
required to run the government, but
four have become laws. These are
he urgency deficient, the pension, the
diplomatic and consular and army bill.
The Indian appropriation bill has
ibeen completed, so far as congress is
concerned, and only awaits approval
of the president.
Six others have passed both houses
and are now in conference.
These
are the fortifications, the legislative,
tho executive and Judicial, the post-- j
office, tho military academy, and the
District of Columbia.
The agricultural bill has passed the
senate and tho sundry civil bill will
reach the senate today. Only one re- -i
malnliig bill, the general deficiency,
has not been completed hy the au-- !
propriatlons committee.

j

IN THE SENATE.
Washington, D. C, June 18. The
senate today decided to insist upon
his amendment to the naval nppro-- :
prlatlon bill and to ask further con- -i
ference with the house.
Want Grain Inspection Examined.
Senator McCiimber today presented
to the senate a petition from the
lioard of trade of Superior, Wis., for
investigation of the grain inspection
practiced by the Minnesota authorities. The board claims a shortage of
about O.o0o,00i bushels on account of
the methods used.

IS

ADJOURNED FOR JUNE.
Washington, 1. C, Juno IS. Jus-lic- e
(iould, In Criminal court No. 1,
today excused the June jury panel,
announcing that there would be no
more jury trials at this term. This
postpones the trials growing out of
the investigation of land deals In the
west unlil fall.

KING EDWARD OFFERS
PRIZE TO YACHTMEN.
Iuidoii, June IS. King Kdward hag
informed the organization committee
of the grand regatta week in the Bay
of St Malo of his intention to give a
valuable cup as a prize for the winning
yacht in a race between St. Malo to
Ambassador to Turkey.
ihe Isle of Wight. This gift will unconsiderably to the Indoubtedly
The president today sent to the senterest caused by th great racing ate the nomination of (1. A. iH'Iseh-ma- n
of Pennsylvania, to be ambassaweek. The list of prizes is
uuu.-.ua!I-

large this year and the number of
tries correspondingly numerous.

en-

dor extraordinary
to Turkey.

and plenipotentiary

IS DEAD.

Washington, D. C, June 18. The
black draped desk in the hall of the
house of representatives today told
the story ot the passiug of Rufus lister, late representative in congress
from the First Georgia district.
l'revious to any
announcement.
Representative
Wadsworth of New
York, asked
consent,
unanimous
that tho agricultural bill, with the
senate amendments, be recommended
to the
committee on agriculture,
l'ayne, by unanimous consent, thea
fixed Tuesday and Wednesday as
days, Instead of-- today, in
view of the early adjournment of the
house.
liartlett of Georgia then announced
the death ot his late colleague, stating
that he had been a member of the
house lor nearly eighteeu years. He
offered the usual resolutions, which
were agreed to. As a further mark of
respect the house tiien adjourned until
tomorrow.

ur-riv-

'
joy d
yon jrsterday.
The views obtained
a collector of "snap
would cmi.-- e
shots'' to turn the proverbial emerald
color, and the gooil time they 'had
well, judging from
the weary, but
k. II sit islied e xpression on tin- - ta. es
of those tliat returned,
'r.eaili the
light of the silvery stars," the day was
one of unalloyed pleasure. The party,
which was chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. Will Wagoner, was couix:sed of
Misses Sadie Strain, Bessie Mel'ria,
Ora Wagoner, Jennie Kirkland, and
Me.s.-rJoe llowdish, P. liritt and P. CRIMINAL
J. Mi Sl.aue.
11

CONGRESSMAN

The Albuquerque Shriners who attended the ceremonial
session at
Roswell, returned to the city Saturday night, after a week in that city,
during which time they saw all there
was to see, took part In a parade,

'

Copper and Lead.
June IS. Copper, $18.75;

New York,
lead, quiet.
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Durancs and Old Albuquerque. $6.75;
Mabel A. Smith, San Mateo Congregational mission, $d.4.'i; Bessie
Mflgdalena, $2.7i; K. It. Larktn,
public schools, $6;
East I as
Annie T. Alt ken. Mora Mission school,
$1; Luther Foster, Agricultural
I4.8M;
L H. Rudiselle, White
Oaks. $7.05; Apolonlo Vnllrs, Parajo
school. $1; C. M. Light. New Mexico
Normal school, $3.,10; Alice A. IllRke,
Tarcnllna Mission school. $1.7; Winifred Tnttle. Kast 18 Vegas, $0.75;
ami Dumb
Lars M. Larson,
school, $3; Anna J. Itleve, Lnst Las
Vegas public schools, $1.50; .1. H.
Albuquerque public schools,
Clnrk.
$17.84; David Mores, Carthage public
schools, $2.25; J. A. Wood, Santa he
public schools, $3.7o. Total to (late,
Cava-naitR-

Publithlai Conpajy
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EMINENT SOCORRO
PHYSICIAN IS
DEAD.
OR. JOSEPH KORNITZER DIES, OF
ADVANCED YEARS, AFTER
EVENTFUL LIFE.
Dr. Joseph Kornitzer Is dead, Bays

the Socorro Chieftain. After appnox
imately a quarter .f a century of life
in Socorro as one of tho citys most

liighly resptcted citizens, the end to
his long and useful life canio as
quietly and peacefully as he himself
could have wished. Dr. Kornitzer oc
cupied 'his own home alone, but In
the immediate neighborhood of the
homes of his two daughters. Mes- iames C. T. Brown and J. H. Hilton.
Kariy Thursday evening he called at
In good
Mtb. Brown's apparently
liea It h. Two or three hours later he
"was found dead In led, showing every
indication of having pased from a mortal to an immortal sleep without the
slightest struggle or pain. The funeral services at the C. T. Brown residence Saturday morning were attended by a large number of relatives and
friends. Maurice Loewenstoin read
the impressive Jewish funeral service, and the remains were laid to rest
in the Socorro cemetery on the mesa
above the city.
Joseph Kornitzer was born In Hungary, October 27, 1824. He was ed
ucated in some of the most noted
universities of Vienna for the pro
fession of surgery. The thorough'
ness of that education and his"1 own
natural ability are attested by the fact
that he published several treatises
in the line of his profession which
were received with applause by his
Dr. Kornitzer took an
ctlve part in the Hungarian revolution of 1848, came to New York twen
ty years later, practiced surgery
there, and later, in Topeka, Kansas,
and final y in 1882 came to Socorro,
toping that his wile might find relief
from consumption. The doctor was
the first to use electrolytic treatment
for tuberculosis, and up to the time
of his death manifested a great in
terest in that method of treatment.
He retained the vigor of his mental
faculties to a remarkable degree to
the last.

JUDGE REFUSES
TO BE CLEMENT
COURT SAYS JURY'S RECOMMEN
DATION TO MERCY FOR INCENNOT BE HEED-EFIVE CONVICTS GET SEN-

-

. .DIAJtY SHOULD
TENCES.

A Roswell dispatch, dated June

'

$r,9.80.

Packer to
Letters From a
His Son.
Paris. June 5, 1!I0C.
Dear Percy:
It's a small world, after all only a
step from Chicago to Paris. I realized
It at breakfast
this morning, when
the waiter brought me an order of
sausage. The menu announced that
one of the specialties of tho hotel was
fre.sh country sausage. It did not say
from what country, -- lit naturally I
supposed It meant France. The fellow who onniosed that menu wafl all
to tho mustard, as we say In Chicago.
Ordinarily I would say a menu was
got w; or arrangttl ,but this one was
appetite-raisin- g
affair,
a
a sort of a symphony that made your
toes vibrate one minute and your
spinal column creak the next. It took
you up in the clouds and tugged at
your lieartst rings (whatever they are)
and mado you feel that the common
things of t his old glolo were too sordid for the human mind. (Don't I talk
like "an evening with Kubellk and
Well, as 1 was about
Paderewskl?")
to say, "get up" and "arranged" are
too coarse, too grosB, for this menu.
It was composed. Translated, this
brand of sausage was, "Chateau brlant
fresh country sausage from Reuclover
farm; made from maize and beechnut
fed animals, slaughtering and packing
done under the supervision of Prof.
Paty de Bergerac, special bacteriologist to his excellency, the president,
and winner of the 10,000 franc prize
awarded by the government pure food
bureau for a treatise on 'The Killing
and Preparation of Animal Kaods for
Human Consumption. Quality guarancan you beat it?
teed.' " Ach, Loo-ee- ,
.a, na," I said ba myself, "now
will l order some sausage and eat It
with as little fear as I did when I was
a boy down on the farm." So I ordered it. When it came, Percy, I let out
a skriek of laughter that. cmusl-.-I nearly every Frenchman in ne hotel to
jump as though the pi ice hr.d been
raided by the police. I laughed so
long and loud that the head waiter
finally came around and asked me to
cut it out, and Lie native guests are
still talking of the eccentric conduct
of the rich American. But can you
blame me for laughing? fco help me,
that sausage came from my own packing house. Why, I would have recognized it on a desert. There It was,
with my marks all over it, as plain as
though they were printed in the letters of the alphabet. You know, our
house is the only one in the world
that has the secret of making sausage casing out of jiaper, and there
was the paper casing. I can even
tell you the date this sausage was
made, for it wad a pink casing and we
used the pink In January, 1904, and
no other time. We alandoned the
pink for the colorlesB paper casing on
account of the raise in the price of
dyes. It speaks worlds for our sausage that although this was going on
to three yeais old, it was not unpleasant to the smell. But I would
like to know how our boys In Chicago
managed to slip it into France, past
all the Inspectors.
I find considerable horse meat Is
eaten In some parts of Europe, I tried
a piece, not for pleasure, but merely
In the line of duty and business.
It
u
will make fine potted ham
'
fortunate '
back In
railways si
low as $2.5
By the v
Self-Mad-
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ALMOND, BENZOIN AND
CREAM.
HAZEL
WITCH

HEAT WILL
YOUR COMPLEXION

NEW MEXICO CHILDREN
AID FRISCO SCHOOLS
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF ALBUQUERQUE HEAD THE LIST IN
GIVEN.

The school children of New Mexico
have thus for contributed $KU.80 to
the fund which is to be raised for the
purpose of aiding in the rebuilding
of the handsome schools iu Sau Francisco. When the request was sent out
by Prof. Hadley, superintendent
of
public instruction, there was considerable rivalry which school would
make returns first. Prof. Hadley, in
the following table, shows the amount
contributed by each in the order In
which the money was received at his
office:

The letter from Boston proposing
this enterprise was uot received until
about May lo. At that date a very
large proportion of the schools in New
Mexico had closed:
Edmund J. Vert, from Normal University, f4; A. B. Stroup, from Bare'.aa.

W,

IF

YOU

25

TV

ALBUQUERQUE

at

205 East Railroad Ave.

and

ALVARADO PHARMACY
ft
First and Gold Ave.

toPatrons.

Tho undersigned nas left on his
cation and will not return to his
fice until alxwt the
4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.

B. F.

vaof-

COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. AHMIJO

BUILDING

. A. GLEYQTER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
gest that the chemical department go
to work to find a process for making
canned lobster. Tho hams returned
bv local dealers or big consumers
could be bleached easily, and when
cut up the meat would pass for lob
ster, icven in a seaiport. The beef
sold to the army and condemned on
account of excess of formaldehyde or
any other reason could also be worked
up Into lobster.
Yours afflectionately,
JOHN BEEPHAM.
If your stomacn troubles you do
not conclude tnat there Is no cure, for

a great many have been permanently

cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Get a free sample at
any drug store and give them a trial.
They also cure constipation and bll
lousr.ess.
The National Federation of Women's Clubs, in session at St. Paul, is
showing how to live the simple life in
a flat. It displays all the furniture, in
fact, everything except the Janitor.
Yorkers are complaining because neither Piatt nor Depew is at
work In Washington. Some people
never know when they're well off.
New

The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble.
Mr. M. F. Borrougns, an old and
well known resident of Blufftou, Ind.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make this statement
after having
used the remedy In my family for several years. I am never without it."
This remedy Is almost sure to be
needed before the summer Is over.
Why not buy It now, and bo prepared
for such an emergency? For sale by
all druggists.
his
pre-
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Loan

bOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping;
all conveniences;
screened porches. No invalids. Inquire at 702 East Railroad avenue.
FORTRENT Nicely furnished cottage, piano, etc., and otTier rooms,
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
east end of viaduct. Apply at
store.
FOR REN i' Very pleasant und a
nicely furnls'hed front room; also
kitchen and small sleeping room;
detached. Will sent singly or en
suite. 719 North Eleventh street,
FOR SALE.
TOR SALE Horse. 218 South Wal
ter street.
FOR SALE CO laying hens. Inquire
Lusted ranch, or address Box 158.
LE
dl
FOR-SA-

work

Notarial

Mi
With Ample Mean

and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

'

m

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and
that said proof will be mado before
tho probate clerk at Albuquorque,
Now Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
Jo7in M. Gunn, of Lnguna, Valencia
county, N. M., for the north half of
the northeast quarter of section 26,
township 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD

Ira

FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYMONDS

32

F street

N. M.

....,...

.

..Direeeof'

DEPosrroaT.

.'I22HJSF'
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Authorised Capital
Paid Up Opitxl, Surplus and Profit

E. W. Dobson.
.
Office Cram
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.
Dental Suraeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
Office
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4tz. ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis ' treated with High'
Freouencv Electrical Current and Ger
mlclde. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
6--

OH. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313 V West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Practice

UNDERTAKER.
Colo. Red
Auto, 'phone 316.

115.

A. BORDERS,

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
V W CnanAir inrt V ft WKln
rooms 46 47, Barnett building
ford, ....
XT
a IV.
nmnaa
f

Ti.

CIVIL ENGINEER.

YOUR ACCOUNT

g

J. R. Farwell,
N. V. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tho.. tC. D. Maddfaon.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
uom avenue.
VETERN INARI AN.

IS WELCOME

AT THE

National

tStotte

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

BaimR

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
DIRECTORS.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

O. N. MARRON.

XTXZXXZXCCOOCCC3 OO C0IXX3C3COCCC
"OLD RBLIABLE"

L. B.

ESTABLISHED

WHOLESALE

GROCER

RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUB, N. X.

NOT AT HOME?
You

can't feel at home when your

plumbing is all out of order. You're
likely to get "all out of order," too,
conditions.
because of unsanitary
Avoid annoyance, disease and greater
expense later on by letting us get
your plumbing "tihip shape," and ktep-- '
ing it that way. Suppose we look
through your house and quote you
best prices.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose In the city.

424
North Second street.
Auto., 311: Colo.. Black 35.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.

Planes

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
Estimates ar
TOR AND BUILDER.
cheerfully furnished; Job work solic'phone,
724; shop at
ited. Automatic
911 North
Second street, Albuquer-

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.

que, N. M.

Auto phone, 671.

CULTURE.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more looks best, wears
longest, most economiacl, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

BUILDING
Ktock.

PAPER

Always

Taint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc. ,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

.1

ALBUQUERQUE

In

poster. Lime, Cement,

first-clas-

n

J

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Dr. F. L. Schneider.

KJ

0

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Grocerl
in tne soutowest.

Office,

h

0
0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

Wt

to

117$

PUTNEY

23.

BEAUTY

00 ,O0M

$25&,0OO.

Depository fw Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

p. in--

AND

'

,OOoOOOOOOOOOOOOOCO0XXOOC5

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

CONTRACTOR

President
TJce President
Cashier
Aaeletant Cashier

.

,

.

0.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Room

RY.

Director.

M. W. FLOURNOY

M. Bona.

N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

Office,

SANTA FE

CARDS

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Kenneth C. C. Gunn. E. n. Millett,
Late of New York City.
('forgo H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
The latest scientific appliances and
all of Iiguna. New Mexico.
up to date methods for treating the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
.
o
Really, if Ihe Interstate Commerce and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Mascommission drags out much more,1
we'll present r solutions of smypathy sage; Electric
Hair Dryer; Radio Bell, one of the latest scienfor the coal men.
tific discoveries in the treatment of
An Alarming Situation
the skin by colored light rays and
Frequently results from neglect of heat.
l 'gged
bowels end torpid liver, until SUITE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDG.
constipation oeeomes chronic. This
Auto 'phone 726.
condition Is unknown to those who
use Dr. Klug's New Life Pills, the
MERCHANT TAILORING
lust and gentlest regulators of Stoni-5fc:Aw
j .3t.Jirt!
'4Hfr
;.
by
all UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
and Bowels. Guaranteed
PRINCE LOW GET Slhk AND ADELE RICHIE.
ilru -- gists. Price 25c.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMSarong Tabek recently tried to in- - the New York actress, and was much
- MUm chagrinned to receive her refusal
Have you an independent tele-n- ,
duce an American
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
company in your town?
to become Mrs. Ta'
lui-steadily a
w how independent the
.
fairing be .ang th
My merchant tailoring shop Is uput we've gut independ-al- l stairs over
of:
No. 209 West Railroad averight enough.'
"Oh, tell Hie, pref
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Are there any n
MEN AND WGMEN. the public. All work guaranteed
you?"
as I have had fifteen years' exI m Big u for nnnfttnral
As a result of
ditrtiartfrttoflanuDatioiig,
perience in the business. Suits made
Irntttititit or ulmaiioiia to order.
ceived be sent his
e( in ileum nitiabranrt.
Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
princelet. Iw Get
rtimeH, and pot wtrip- - repaired. The specific I use will not
monla! mission,
f ut or pui.onuiia.
Injure the ckth. Ijadles' garments
twU hw IrarUla,
speaks very good
or Mnt Id Uiq wrappvr, also cleaned and walking skirts made
the handsomer
br viprMi, prapaid, (or to order. Give me
trial.
i 00, or boitlra a.7&.
Sing first propos
O. BAMBINL
Vlna4
ul va (wtiMtt.

Jt,tt

ALBUQUERQUE,

LAWYERS.
.

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OfTleera and

Phaotonin-goodcon-

tlon; cheap. Inquire at 417 West
Silver avenue.
FOR SALll My saddle h orse. Mrs.
J. W. Prestel, 410 North Second
street. Auto 'phone, 582.
FOR SALE Household goods; refrig
erator; folding cot, etc. 1015 Wil
Hams street.
(UK SALE A lianuBome iisrumau
piano, In One condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For partlcu
lars, call at this office.
nm-ciasdouble-ba- r
FOR SALE
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
best mattes. Call at The Citizen ot
flee for particulars.
FOR SALE A Vose& Son parlor
grand piano, in use only four
months, cause of selling, sickness
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
at 702 West Coal avenue.
FOR SALE Five-rooframe house.
with orchard, two acres of ground;
one block from Twelfth street car
line; in coming residence portion
of the Lowlands. Good Investment
909 North Eleventh street.
FOR SALE A seven-roohouse,
newly painted, all modern conveniences, with six lots, trees and
shrubbery. A snap to any one look-- '
Ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
Wool Scouring mills.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
farming implements.
Two
houses, barn, and largo corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
government reservation.
Plenty ol
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelviug,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
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capital ani surplus, $100,000

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
Employ-mincall, or write Abraham's
t
Co
office, 120 W'est Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 2S9.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
WANTED.
aa low as $10.00 and at high
WANTED
Two mangle girls at once. ag $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
Imperial Laundry company.
'One
Time:
and strictly private.
WANTED
Gentlemen" second-han- d
month to one year given. Good reclothing. No. 615 South First street, main In your possession. Our rate
south of viaduct. Send address and are reasonable. Call and, tee us bewill cnll. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
FOR RENT.
Steamship tickets to and from all
FOR KENT Rooms or light houseparts of the world.
keeping. 417 West Silver avenue.
Rooms $ and 4, Grant Bldg.
RENT
room
FOR
opposite the
S1K West Railroad A?e.
btore
. .Kstofllce;
possession, July 10. M.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
P. Stamm.
Open Evening.
iiouse In
FOR RENT Three-roo-- $250the Highlands, $12 per month. Address, Highlands, Citizen office.
FOR RENT New,
uioderu Buys a lot on South Edith street. A
house, furnished; $20 per month; snap
for somebody. Also
no Invalids. Apply
1021
North
First street.
FOR KENT Large, cool rooms, for
TENT HOUSE
gentlemen only; well ventilated and
FOR SALE.
clean; rent reasonable. D24 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR KENT HUoes, modem, from
PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
three to five rooms; also store
(Incorporated.)
rooms. W. H. McMllllon, real esGold Avenue.
110
West
tate broktr, 211 West Gold avenue.

Money

PHARMACY

HIGHLAND
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dlract, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
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Only
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buy, and
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Tele-
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office,
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UIRL FOR HIS 64TH WIFE
This fashionable looking youth has
not the appearance of a savage prince
'okhig for s sixty-fourtwife. Nevertheless, he is His Royal Highness,
Prince Low (let Sing of Siam and h
came- to tho United States to alc
American girl to the .hartm of
triend. Prince Sarong Tabek, w hois
trying to enlarge bis collection

cn

the Western Union or Portal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an A
T. niNmtrr
with the caa to The Citizen
or
tend your

HU1N

THE

11

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
d

King Alfonso is predicting
death. Stoessel, you remember
dicted his.

PRINCE

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If o, we can seccre ft for yot by imall
want ad. In The Evening Citizen. It only costs

rely upon It, m wt hv wot fHed before, thst your
money Is not thrown away. We hve elso rented hundred! of hou!
eold nearly everything W hv adver-tietby oir went d, as well
through them.
tnd you

14,

sentenced by Judge Pope:
Knnig Post, a
Jockey,
twelve months in the county Jail for
uttering forged paper; P. W. Alford,
burglary, three years; Clarence Moore,
colored, two years for carving a negro
with a razor.
Domingo Cimetal, an old Mexican,
was given two years for shooting into
a bawdy house; Charles Pope, a negro
boy, 15 years old, got four years In
the penitentiary and six mouths in
Jail for stealing a horse, wagon, harness, household effeeets and dog from
the ranch of a Chinaman.
J. S. Ulackwell, who was convicted on circumstantial evidence on the
charge of firing thee Sheridan block
bere on Main street lust year, was
given five years. He was recommended to tho clemency of the court by
the Jury. In sentencing the prisoner
the Judge said that his crime was one
ot peculiar atrocity and he could see
no reason why the Jury had recommended clemency. The highest sentence under the law is eight years, tfnd
the lowest six months in Jail.
Arguments for a new trial were
beard in the case of Sam Houston,
who stands convicted of the murder
of Charles Johnson.
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One Cent Per Word Insertion

THIS HOT. DltY WEATHER
WILL RUIN YOUR COMPLEXION, AND UNLESS YOU USB
OUR
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WHY CONGRESS

143 LOTS

GETS SO BUSY
AT THE LAST

50-fo- ot

SOLD IN

Bryan Enthusiasm Made

DampStates

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms

Often

Lack a Senator.

3 DMYS

SHAW SAYS NOT A CANDIDATE

University Heights Improvement Co.,

-

"First Aid" to the

Special Cot respondent.
By Sheldon S. Cline.
The Citizen Bureau, Washington, D.
C, June 18. If congress worked from
teginning to end of a session at the
gait It does during the final two or
three weeks, there would need be
only nlwut one session In every Ave
years. Just now, when members are
anxious to get home to look after their
IKtlltlcal Interests, matters are dispos
ed of in a few minutes that would
liave required days earlier in the ses
sion.
An uninitiated observer might very
easily reach the conclusion that the
early part of each session was given
to needless loafing and the latter
part, therefore, to unnecessary haste
The conclusion In a measure would be
correct, but only lu a minor measure
Except in some notable Instances, like
the railroad rate bill, the real work of
congress is done in committee rooms,
and all during the early months, when
the senate and house apparently are
dawdling away their time, the com
mittees are hard at work getting
measures in shape for final consid
eration by the full memberships.
The big supply bills, especially
take a lot of time In committee. The
members of the house and senate up
!ropriation committees are experts on
the subject and their judgments gen
erally nre accepted as final, except in
N hen you
minor Instances.
read our
ing the next few days, therefore, that
some appropriation bill, carrying
hundred millions of dollars or so, was
passed in ten minutes or less, it does
not mean at all that ten minutes was
all the consideration the measure received. The men who really are au
thorities on the subjects covered by
the bill had spent weeks, day and
night, over its various items, and the
chances are that it was a letter bill
for having been finally passed in ten
minutes than had ten days been al
Should
lotted to its consideration.
congress ever attempt to frame an
appropriation bill through the pro
cess of turning over to its full mem
liership the estimates submitted by
the departments and giving every man
an equal say, the result would be
something fearful and wonderful to
comtemplate. Alout one appropriation
Mil would bankrupt the federal treas
usy.
Both senate and house are now run
ning under full heads of steam in an
effort to finish up the work of the
session and reach adjournment before
the end of June. Exceptional
Is being made, but the best
judgment in congress is that adjourn
ment day cannot be earlier than some
time In the first week of July, and
the chances are that the beginning o
July's second week will find the Eession still unended.
By the end of next week practically
every important measure will either
liave been finally passed or sent to
conference, but there are a number of
bills on which the two houses are go
ing to have trouble reaching an agree
ment, and they threaten to prolong
he session beyond the time when it
would otherwise be possible to ad
jo urn.
pro-cre-

ss

ENTHUSIASM IS

ERYAN

CAUGHT IN A SHOWER
The wave of Bryan enthusiasm
which swept over Washington some
ten days ago, following Missouri s en
dorsemeut of Bryan for the democratic
nomination in 1908 and Henry Wat
terson's editorial in the Louisville
Courier-Journpledging support to
the Nebraskan, received with approv
Ing comment by eastern democrats.
Into
Jias had something of a
a good many demcoialic minds has
crept tlie suspicion that some o
ilryan s former Iocs w ho are now
shouting most lustily for him are not
d
in their advo
wholly
cucy of his nomination.
An editorial in the Washington Post
this week, expressing the belief that
eastern democrats are booming Bryan
solely to counteract sentiment favor
able to the nomination of William K
Hearst, has settled like a wet blauke
over the joyous Bruyn camp. Had
there been nothing more than an ex
was
pression of belief that
more acceptable than Hearst to east
ern democrats, there would have been
no special cause for gloom in th
suggestion, but the Post's editorial
went farther and declared it as
solemn conviction that after Bryan
had been used to beat Hearst fn
the nomination, these same eastern
democrats would turn in and beat
Bryan at the polls
The Post made no claim to speak
more than the personal opinion of its
editor, but Bryan democrats cannot
forget that in
and again in H"'
these same eastern democrats whose
motives are now under scrutiny contributed very largely to the slaughter
A
suggestion,
of the Nebraskan.
therefore, was all that was needed to
arouse their suspicions.
al

set-bac- k.

single-purpose-

Ill-va-

SOMETIMES THE SENATE

SHOWS VACANT CHAIRS.
Political authorities in Washineton
are giving credit to Postmaster General Corte'you fot having broken the
senatorial deadlock in
Belaware. As chairman of the republican national committee he took a
hand in the matter and succeeded,
where the late Senator Manna, his
predecessor at the head of the committee, and other prominent republicans had failed. Kven the late President McKinley tried without results to
get the Delaware republicans to quit
fighting and be good.
The outcome, of course, is not wholly the result of Mr. Cortclyou's intervention. Delaware republicans were
getting sick anil tired of the miserable
long-existi-

hail

MiHr state a subject of
wns t!i
Mor efficacious :

ma.

deri-fcio-
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On call

Bowel-Muscl-

any Minute Day or Night

Bowel-Muscl-

When Heartburn, Sour Stomach,
Headache,
Breath,
Bad
Coated
Tongue, Belching of Stomach Gas, or
any of these forerunners of Indigestion
appear, Old Dr. Cascaret wants to
be right on the spot In your ppeket.
He wants to check the coming trouble
Instantly before it can grow into a
habit of the Bowels to be costive.
Ladles, who extend to Dr. Cascaret the
hospitality of their Purses or their Dress
Pockets, will be rewarded with a fine
complexion, and healthy Happiness.
These will about fifty times repay for
the trifling space occupied, and the ten
cents per week at cost.

es

round-cornere- d,

d,

,"

"CCC."
S"P
We

Bowel-Muscle-

FREE, TO OUR FRIENDS!

want to send to our friends a beaotifol
BONBON BUX,
in colors,
it is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps Is asked as a
French-desiene- d.

measure of good faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
TU
with which thTs"aaInty trinket is loaded.
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Remedy Company. Chicago rr New York.

Bowel-Muscle- s.

"
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democratic
candidate Henry G. Davis.
Last winter
Davis visited Wihyte about some law
matters. Whyte's office Is up a flight
of steep- marble stair. Davis sprang
up these Flairs ns though he was
forty. Not to be overdone when
Davis was leaving, having forgotten a
package of papers. Whyte nmhed up
the stairs and down again to Davis'
carriage without, sj much, as losing
breath.
Door bells aren't to bis liking, and
there Is a big knocker of the old type
on his residence and office entrance.
And they are for use, not for show.
Occasionally ho works until late at
night. Ho never seems to tire. When
leaving the office of city solicitor
three years ago he remarked: "Well.
I think I will start In trying to make
a living now." But he said nothing of
the two and twenty servants he em-

MAS
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It was easy pickings for the Browns
yesterday, iwhen they wont against
Vegas aggregat.on, and the
tho
result of confidence was clearly
shown in the way the Browns played
tho national game. Almost sure, from
tho beginning, that they were slated
winners, they rapped the iall at will,
'pounding it all ever the lot, which
wouldn't have seemed half tin bad had
tho boys from the Meadow City been
able to stop anything. The shortstop
dropped a couple of lovely flys, the
third baseman refused altsolutely to
hold anything
ithat came his way,
whetiher batted or tossed, and the remainder of the team were but little better. All nice boys, lmt liotl
players, and the Browms, had they not
let up, would have made monkeys out
of them. As It was, the final score
was 9 to 2.
The two runs Las Vegas did annex
came as gifts, due to McDonald's
careless throwing In the fifth and
poor playing In the ninth, on the part
of the Browns. Matney, the lanky
one. advertised to twirl yesterday, did
not show up, and thinking itihey had a
hard game, the Browns' management
put In Gallegos, forgetting, apparently,
that, we have pitchers of our own,
Corhan. for Instance, who, by the way,
played a great game yesterday, making a sensational catch ln one inning,
when he ran over a small mountain
of earth, caused by excavations near
the diamond, and gatnered lu a high
foul. Corhan played all over Ms territory yesterday, accepted all chances,

Ridge mountains, and handled a pair
of spirited horses for 13 long days.
And how he enjoyed it?
His home life is typical of the man.
He loves to read, never smokes or
drinks, and likes cold tea. H e has
three sons by his first wife, who died
In 1880. He remarried 12 years later.

EMBALMED BEEF CREATES

QUARTER OF BEEF

SMELLS OUT
SAID TO HAVE SPRUNG
ON
HINGES
REFRIGERATOR
DOOR.
LOUD

A quarter of packing house beef
was rejected by Pete Roth, who con-

ht

ducts a meat market on Douglas avenue near Seventh street, says the Optic. The outside of the quartered carcass looked all right but there was
evidently a poor job of embalming on
the Inside as it smelled out loud and
the refrigerator door had to be barred with Iron to keep It closed. It is
said the hinges are sprung. From
appearances some of the rotten part
had been cut off. Mr. Roth refused
to accept It when he saw tho tut
healthy condition the quarter of beef
was
was in nnd it is said tho me-ishipped at once to Watrous. A customer who happened to see the con
demned carcass wanted the butcher to
hang it up in front of iho shop so
that passcrsby could see the condition some of the packing house meat
is in that is sent to Las Vegas. Mr.
Itoth declined to do it, however. He
said it would attract too many flies,
and anyway the quarter did not belong to him.
t

A DANGEROUS

Albuquerque Mother Should Not Neg
lect Kidney Weakness In
Children.
Most children have weak kidneys.
The curliest warning is
I.a:er comes back ache, head ache,
lannu r. .
"J'is a mistake to neglect these troubles.
To blame the child for its own distress.
Seek to cure the kidneys.
Save Hie child from deadly kidney
ills.
Kidney Pills cure sick kid- itoati

anti-pas-

ne)H.

,,,,,

rail-final- ly

j

Hasan's
Magnolia

.

j

-

dealer In staple and
groceries, 215 West nallroad
avenue, s:iys: "Some time ago there
came to my notice a case of a child
whose control over the kidney secretions was limited. The parents procured for it Doau's Kidney Pills at a
drug store, and the treatment, according to directions for children, was
In addition to tho limitcommenced.
was
considerable
ed control there
back a'he. the complications fully
proving that lu some way the kidneys
were either weakened or
The treatment cf Ian's Kidney Pills
so strengthened the kidneys that the
anno) ance ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price f,0
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents.
Y., koIo au'cnts for the United States.
llenicinl.er the name Doan's and
57
take no other.
.1.

A. SMiiner,

fancy

ac-ci-

Balm

MISTAKE.

over-exe'te-

FoR'cr-Mllbtir-
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MONTE CARLO
The undersigned has opened

a

fiYst--

(

saUxn, name of which is the
-Mont.1 Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad "ve-- I
nue, and invites the public to cull
saloon will be con-- i
and see him. The
s
order, and the
ducted in
oest of treatment accorded patrons.
A fine free lunch will be served
L. YNDA.
ry Saturday night.
la--

s

first-clas-
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American League.
Game postponed!
on account of rain.
R. U.K.
At St. Louis
3 7 1
St. Louis
5 10 3
Washington
B. Smith. O ade and
Batteries
Rickey; Sudhoff. C Smith and Wak-flelAt Philadelphia

d.

R. U.K.
At Chicago
6 8 t
Chicago
0 4 i
Boston
Batteries Altrock and Sullivan; J.
Tannehlll, Winter and Armbruster.
R. If. E.
At Cleveland
9 14 2
Cleveland
4 11 t
Philadelphia.
Rhoades aud Bomta;
Batteries
Bender and Schrock.
R. H. B.
At Detroit

xtrolt

2

4

S

6 12
York
Kiillan and Warner;.
Batteries
Chesbro and McOu.re.
NVw

Western League.
At Sioux City
Sioux City

R. H. EX
7 13 4
3 9 0

Des Moines

Batteries Corbett and Freese; Miller and Towne.
R. H.E.
At Put bio
8 9 2
Puehla

omaha

7

3

8

Schrant;

BotUries Vollendorf and
Cams and Gonding.

7
6
11

7
1

'

of

CONSTERNATION IN VEGAS

4
7 4
Boston
Wpimer and Schlel;
Batteries
Young, Witherur and Needham.
Brooklyn-PlttaborAt Brooklyn
game postponed on account of rain.

American Association.
At Columbus
Columbus
St. Paul
At Louisville
Louisville
Kansas City
At Indianapolis First Game
Indianapolis
Milwaukee
Second Game
Indianapolis
Milwaukee
At Toledo First Game
Toledo
Minneapolis
- Second Game
Toledo
i
Minneapolis

ploys.
A lover of horseflesh, he took a long
driving trip two years ago In the Blue

quill-shap-

fact that Addicks had become finan- than was William Randolph Hearst, in
cially Involved and had not the money l'J04. It Is no violation of confidence,
to continue his contest for the senate however, to say that Mr. Shaw is in a
along the old line?. An organization very receptive mood, and should the
built by the use of money naturally nomination go out gunning for him
crumbled when the money no longer two years hence he will not take refuge in a bomb-procellar.
was forthcoming.
There Is a tradition that no man WILL DR. IHlLLtR
The election of Col. Dupont as senator from Delaware and the appoint- who went seeking for the presidency
RETURN TO VEGAS?
ment of Judge Benson as the succes- ever attained that high oflice. I am
sor of Senator Burton of Kansas have no iconoclast, and it would be a burngiven the senate its full quota of ing shame to shatter an idol so at- OBVIOUS REASONS WHY PEOPLE
ninety members for the first time in tractive. But history is a hard thing
ARE INTERESTED IN HIS REten years, with the exception of a to get away from and history contains
TURN.
very few months in the 58th congress. but few instances of the presidency
Las Vegans are asKiug each other If
The present congress has had on having thrust Itself upon a man who
was trying earnestly and sincerely to Dr. Albert Miller of Denver. Colo.,
its rolls names of only eighty-eigactive senators, being thus short two escape the job. If the next republican who stated he was an expert forester,
votes of its full quota. Until he re- national convention feels disposed to intends to return to this city ln the
signed after the supreme court con- call Mr. Shaw from his plow to be- near future or at some remote period
firmed the sentence of the circuit come the leader of the party, It need or, perhaps, not at all, says the Optic.
court of St. Louis, Senator Burton's not hestitate through any fear that the The reason Is obvious.
prove fatal. The
would
name was carried on .ie roll, but surprise
Sold Fertilizer and Seed.
Dr. Miller had fertilizer and grass
he had not participated in the pro- chances are that the nomination would
ceedings of the Benate for more than find Mr. Shaw's house In order, and seeds to sell. He sold some of it here.
two years, or pending his trial on the Mr. Shaw liimse.f ready to take up The park commissioners purchased it;
so lid individuals.
indictment against him by the federal the burden.
He promised o
grand Jury at St. Iuis for violating
Nor is Mr. Shaw the only one. There sow the seeu in imisitie pai'K, volun
w
of
pretty
belief
is
a
that tarily and distribute the fertilizer
the statute hich forbids members
congress to practice for pay before Vice President Fairbanks might be free of charge; also trim tho trees,
presidential
nominee
During
all
branded as a
the executive departments.
reset several of them and oversee the
this time Mr. Uurton drew his pay and should the convention lasso him and work of laying new walks In the park.
security.
perquislegs
mileage and received all the
with sufficient
tie his
All this for the opportunity to adverites of a senator, but bad he appeared There are those who hold the same to tise his fertilizer. He has been paid
In his seat a motion would have been be true of Secretary Taft and Senator for his fertilizer and it is said would
made forthwith to expel him. Thus, Foraker and other lights or the repuu have received money for more ferfor over two years, Kansas has been lican party. But bear In mind that tilizer than was delivered had not the
only partly represented in the senate. none of them Is a candidate for the stuff been checked up. Then he left
statistician has pro- presidency. If you tire not willing to Ias Vegas, ostensibly for Santa Fe.
A senatorial
duced the following list of states take my word for it, go ask them, ie stated he would return last Tueswhich, during the past decade or so, livery mother's son of them will hold day. Today Is Friday. Dr. Miller is
in up his hands in very horror at the still out of tho city.
have not been fully represented
idea, and couch his denial in the very
Weighed the Sacks.
the senate, for one cause or another
4,
1899, to strongest language at his command.
California, from March
It is stated that the doctor tried to
February 7. 1900.
collect money for more fertilizer than
Delaware, from March 4, 1895, to SHERMAN PROPOSES TWO
delivered. He had the stun hauled
he
vacancies);!
CENTS PER MILE RATE to the park in bags and dumped out.
February 5, 1897 (two
March 4, 1901, to March 2. 1902, and
The troubles of the railroads began The park officers did not bellevo
from March 4, 1899 to March 2, 1903.
the very day they decreed that passes there were as many pounds in the
Montana, from March 4, 1893, to to members of congress no longer sacks as he claimed and found upon
January 10, 1895.
should be issued. Senators and repre- weighing them that the delivery was
Oregon, from March 4, 1893, to Oc- sentatives who always had been several hundred pounds shy. So Dr
tober 8. 1898.
counted as friendly to the railroads Miller only received pay for what he
Pennsylvania, from March 4, 1899. to immediately lined up in support of the was entitled to.
January IB. 19ul. Meantime Quay was president's
rate regulation policy
Several citizens whose trees nnd
claiming right to his seat on appoint when they learned that passes were lawns he consented to doctor and imment of the governor, but it was de- no more. It is accepted generally as prove as an inducement for them to
nied by resolution of the senate.
true that hail the railroads held their purchase his materials, would like to
1tah, from March 4, 1899, to Janu-- !
s
rule for another year, the have a little talk with the gentleman,
ary 23. 1901.
bill would have been less dras- it is said. They claim he has s far
rate
Washington, from March 4, 1893 to: tic than it is.
neglected to keep some promises he
February 1. i895.
for the made them.
And now, further trouble
Wyoming, from March 4, 1S93, toj railroads is threatened.
RepresentaJanuary 23. 1895.
tive Sherman, of New York, who is
The Passing of Walter3.
Delaware, of course, lias been the. chairman of the republican congress
A knight of the road, giving his
chief offender In this respect, in near- - lona campaign committe and who name as Walters, struck tuis office
ly every case, the reason for vacan-- 1 miKht. therefore, reasonably be
as type setter. We
Tuesday for a
has been the failures of legis-- ; C(,)U,(1 asi a representative tpokesman having plenty
of help he pissed, headlatures to elect. At the time of his for nis ,lilr,y m congress, has intro-sndd- ed f .r Pikeville. dr. on
(Ky.)
death, Senator Mitchell was
jn thu house a bill to fix the Bugle.
under similar Indictment to that which, nlaxi1111111 p!lsSenger rate m an
reduced the full and active rep- - r(,.3 j
nu.rstate commerce at two
resentation of Kansas, and thus Ore- - cl.na a nile of course, there is no
gun was short one active member f chance that the measure will become
pending the charges ,.IW at ,h(1 pr,.S(,nt session, and It is a
the senate
against .Mitchell, who. like J. Haipn reasonable stippostion that Mr. Sher- nunon, mil noi appear in tne senate man may have had the impending
and participate in its proceedings, but campaign In mind when he introduced
who, also like Burton, continued to the bill. But it Is bound to give the
draw bis salary and refused to resign. railroads trouble In the future, there
are other members who will press it,
SECRETARY SHAW DENIES
and the chairman of the republican
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY. committee would have a hard time
Not a little amusement has been getting away from his own bill.
created in Washington by an InterUil.t" nway that tired look
view given out in Chicago by SecreDeath From Lockjaw
e after the house-worfrom
a lady's
tary Shaw in which he declared that Never follows an injury dressed with
he is not a candidate for the repub- Iluckb ti's Arnica Salve. Its antisep is done, (lives her complexion n refined
lican presidential nomination in 19n8. tic and healing pioperMes prevent.
bnv and velvety smoothness which deIt is a popular blood Hiisoning.
Of course he is not!
Chas. Oswald, nier i
fiction in American politics that no chant,
fies
Y.
detection. It is n it a cosmetic, but
Kensslaersville,
N.
of
man is ever a candidate for president. writes: "It cured Seth Hureh, of a
cleansing and lieautifying
delightfully
Mr. Shaw is no more a candidate than this plaee, of the ucliest sore on his
was Henry Clay during
the many neck I ever saw." Cures Cut, Wounds. liquid which works with Nature to put
years he was in public life; he Is no Burns and So or-- 2c, at all drug- a woman's face at its lust.
more a candidate than was Stephen tUts
A. Douglas, or James G. Blaine, or
Try a Citizen Want ad.
William J. Bryan, or, more recently,

--

Kfr

Special Correspondence.
Baltimore, Md., June 18. Nearly 83,
practicing law over sixty years, a servant of the people of Maryland has
been sworn In to serve out the unexpired term of Senator Arthur Puo
Gorman.
Familiarly he is called by thousands
In"Governor." He is an
cidentally he Is several others "ex's."
Here Is his record:
1846
'48 'Member of legislature.
1853-'5- 7
Controller.
18i!8-'7United States senator.
1871 -- '74 Governor.
1875-'8- 1
United States senator.
18Sl-'8- 3
Mayor of Baltimore.
1887-'9- 1
Attorney general.
lioo-'0- 3
i
City solicitor.
1906-'0- 8
United States senator.
Once he was elected to congress In
1857, but the house refused to seat
him on account of a contested election. When named as mayor of Baltimore the nomination and election
were unanimous, both parties uniting
behind him; the only Marylander to
whom this honor has ever been conferred. This will be his third term in
the senate.
A quarter of a century has come
and gone since Wm. Plnkney Whyte
More thnn ten
sat In the senate.
years before that he was the colleague
Conkllng, Edof WJado , Sumner,
munds and Thurman.
Vigorous, hearty and unmindful of
work, he still practices law. He carries an ancient green felt bag that
the barristers of the old school used,
and hates a typewriter. He prepares
his own briefs with ancient
pens.
He has defended 68 murderers in
his time and not once was hanged.
His ngr doesn't annoy him at all.
One of his life long friends Is former

e,
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TWICE
BEFORE
PRACTICES
LAW WITH THE BEST OF THEM,
AND
CLIMBS
WORKS LATE
STAIRS LIKE A BOY.

es

Old Dr. Cascaret carried constantly In
your Vest Pocket, or in "My Lady's"
Purse is the cheapest kind of
and Happiness - Promotion, that
ever happened.
Little thin enamel Cascaret Box, half
as thick as your watch,
smooth-edgeand shaped so you don't
notice its presence.
Contains six Candy tablets Price Ten
Cents a Box at any Druggist's.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Comparty, and
never sold in bulk. Every tablet stamped
Health-Insuranc-

NAv

WM, PINKNCY WHYTE, GORMAN'S
SUCCESSOR, HAS BEEN THERE

1

Dr. Cascaret guarantees to cure the
most obstinate cases of Constipation and
Indigestion, without discomfort or Inconvenience.
His medicine does not gripe nor purge,
nor create a drug habit.
nor
Because it is not a
Waster, but a direct
a Castric-Juic- e
Tonic to the Bowel Muscles.
It exercises naturally the muscles that
line the walls of the Intestines and
Bowels.
Want of Exercise weakejis and relaxes
s,
just as it weakens
these
Arm and Leg muscles.
Old Dr. Cascaret goes directly after
these
He
wakes
them up Just as a cold bath would wake
ud a lazy person.
"Bile-driver-

SENATOR IS 83

Then he works them (through the
nerves) till they get so strong from
that Exercise that they don't need
any more help to do their duty.
But Dr. Cascaret wants to be ripht on
the spot. In your Pocket or Purse,
where he can regulate these
all the time, in health, and
out of health.
Because, even the strongest
may be overworked.
Heavy dinners, late suppers. whiskey,
wine, or beer drinking, nervous excitement, sudden exposure to cold or heat
and a dozen other every day likelihoods tire
the Bowel Muscles.
In such cases a tittle Cascaret In time
Is worth fifty dollars worth of Treatment
later on, to say nothing of the suffering,
discomfort, loss of Business Energy, and
loss of Social Sunshine It saves.

Office - Irfyour own
Vest Pocket.

9 South Second Street

MARYLAND'S YOUTHFUL NEW

Bowels
DOCTOR
CASCARET

1
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Railroad Troubles Began With
Stoppage of Passes For
Congressmen.

1

11
8

2
S

4

,

3
7

SUNDAY'S GAMES.
Brooklyn, .N. Y., June 17. Sunday
base ball playing by professional base
ball teams was resumed here today,
Corhan Caught Six Flys Yesterday. when the Cincinnati National league
team defeated Brooklyn by the score
and had but one error marked of 3 to 0, after the police had made
against him. That boy is meant for five arrests in order -- at a test case
greater things, polling, on short, might be made in the courts. Those
played his usual fast and accurate taken into custody were President
game, whipping them over to first on Charles K. Ebbetts, Manager Patricks
bee lines, and nailing all
Donovan and Pitcher Malcolm Easm,
runners. Ortiz, on first played a of the Brooklyn team; Manager
fairly good game, but there is room
Hanlon and Pitcher Charles C.
for improvement, which no doubt will Fraser, of the Cincinnati team. Eason
show up, witn a bit more practice. had pitched but two balls to Fraser,
'1 he
remainder of the Browns played when the police captain and several
their usual game, and altogether put detectives walked upon the field nd
up a good exhibition, but ttwitig
to made the nrrests. The accused men
their weak opposition, tho game was were taken to a nearby police station
very uninteresting, from t,.e fan's and admitted to ball for a hearing beIRtlnt of view.
fore a K)lice magistrate tomorrow
Tho Browns have accepted a chal- morning. The game then (proceeded
lenge and will play I.as Vegas on the without Interruption.
Fully 12,000
latter's grounds next Sunday. The persons attended, and practically all
line-u- p
will bo much as u was here of thim placed contributions in conyesterday with the Browns, unless, venient boxes nt tho various enperhaps, Matney arrives and pitches trances. It is upon the question as
for them.
to whether or not he.se voluntary ofNegotiations aro under way to
ferings constitute a subterfuge for
team
for a paid admissions, that the legality of
the Clnton, Ariz.,
game hero the Fourth of July, with Sunday ball playing in Brooklyn
tho Browns, the first of a series of hangs. The score:
three games, but as yet nothing defiR. H.E.
At Brooklyn
nite has been decided upon.
The Cincinnati
3 8 0
boys
are as fast as any ln Brooklyn
Clifton
0 3 1
the eolith went, and it would hump the
Uatterles Kwing and Sehlel; Scan-Io- n
Browns to win, which is what the fans
and Bergen.
want, not gift games. Carver's atAmerican League.
tractions hero the same week would
U. II. K.
At Chicago
make Traction Park a nieeca for
3 6 0
Chicago
pleasure seekers that week.
7
The score by Innings at yesterday's Boston
..1
BatteTies White and Sullivan; Harfijino was as follows:
Albuquerque ....1210 4 0 0 1 x 9 ris and Armbruster.
It. If. B.
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
At St. Ixuils
I.as Vegas
7 9 2
Batteries Oallegos and McDonald; St. Uuls
3 10 5
Washing! on
I.. Schupii and Williams.
I towel
and Spencer;
Batterlis
Time One hour and thirty five minHughes and Heyden.
utes.
Attendance 400.
Western League.
R. H. H.
At IuebIo
Grocers Win, 9 to 8.
3 8 1
ueblo
In a rattling good game r f ball yes
t 5
terday between the Albuquerque gro- Omaha
(Game was called in the fifth incers' ball team and tho Helen team,
the former annexed the gate receipts ning on account of rain.)
by the score of 9 to 8.
Batteries
Faurot and Mensltt;
Tho game was close and exciting, McNeeley and Gonding.
R. II. K.
At Denver First Game
from the second Inning until trie fin3 4 2
ish
Kdwards, for Albuquerque, the Denver
1
4
first man up. rapped out. a home run, Lincoln
Batteries Engle and fcalosky;
and'otners followed wuh singles and
Holmes and Zlnran.
doubles, until it looked like no hing
R. H. B.
to It but AiDiiquerque, but in the sce-'inSecond Game
7 10
Inning Helen took a brace, and Denver
1
6 3
forged to the front, with one run to Lincoln
(Seven lnninga.)
the good, where they stayed tin . trie
Batteries i"age and Zalusky; Eyler
seventh inning, when Albuquerque, by
heavy hitting and some good base and Zinran.
R. It. E.
running, again took the lead,
At Sioux City
and
4
8 2
Sioux City
maintained it until the final inning.
3
7
There were plenty of hits and Des Moines
Batteries Jackson and Hess, Mcenough errors to make the game exciting. Tho visitors, who reuirned Kay and Towne.
last evening, speak lu terms of praise
American Association.
of the treatment accorded them in the
At L nilsville First Game
cult, ff town, and the manner In which
4
Louisville
they were entertained.
7
Ml waukee
Game
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
6
Louisville
National League.
7
,
.v.ilwaukee
K II. F.
At New York
At Toledo
3
5
2
St. I.ul
I
Toledo
11
9 1 St. Paul
New York
4
Batteries Brown aud Kaub; Taylor
t the
and Bowcrman.
The picnic baskets for a
It. H K. Mcintosh Hardware company's stor
At Boston
'
8 14
Cincinnati
art Indispensable fot outing parties.
Kd-war- d

--

o
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

far as It had previously opposed Joint statehood,
wheeled splendidly into line; and The Citizen does not
believe that there will lie a single newspaper In the en-t- lr
territory of New Mexico which will not give to Joint
So far, In
statehood hearty, clncere and able supiwrt.
Arizona, the dally papers seem to occupy about the same
positions they assumed at the beginning of the statehood
If Arizona votes for Jointure It will be In opagitation.
position to the teaching of n majority of her dally newspapers.
Ico, so

CITIZEN

Pohlltbad Dally and Weekly

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. a. STRICKLER

President

W. T. MoCREIQHT

Business Manager

Appeal to Partyism
giving the conditions
Times,

after
The El Paso
results of the proposed flection for statehood

in

and

Novctn-Ih-

t,

tells us:
"When New Mexico and Arizona know that if a national democratic administration is elected both of those
territories will get statehood, no matter whether they
stand In the democratic or republican column, and the
chances look so bright for the success of democracy, that
we say it Is safe to predict that Arizona and New Mexico
will go almost solid against Joint statehood at the NoThey can afford to wait two years for
vember election.
what they want."
It the Times is as far away from the result, in its
prediction of democratic success in the next congress, as
It Is in its prediction that New Mexico will go almost
solidly against jointure, then the democrats need not
trouble themselves to go to the polls this fall; for New
Mexico will come much nearer to being solid for Jointure
, than .Arizona can possibly come to belns solid against
Jointure!.

'

But the bait which the Times flings out, too plainly
chows the hook for either Arizona or New Mexico to be
Should the democrats be as
fooled into nibbling at It.
successful this fall as the most optimistic of them may
desire, they will not be able to give Arizona and New
Mexico separate statehood, because there is no earthly
Thus
fiossibility by which they may control the senate.
they will not have the power to do what the Times promises, even if they had the inclination, which is a great
deal more than doubtful.
In the Arabian Nights there is a story of a poor man
who came into possession of a very costly vase. He sat
down In the sun and began to dream ns to the disposition
In the midst of his coghe would make of his wealth.
itations he suddenly thrust out. his foot In the Imagined
repulse of his wife, and thereby shattered his precious
New Mexico and
vase, leaving himself as poor as ever.
Arizona have been offered the inestimable treasure of
Don't let any-on- e
statehood.
It is now virtually theirs.
think for a moment that New Mexico, at least, will
thrust the divine gift from her In the vnin thought of
'
'
Retting something better.

In the article by which the New Mexican announced
its adhesion to the cause of Joint statehood, there occurred the following forceful presentation of the question :
This bill, with it generous provisions, graats New
Mexico and' Arizona all that they have ever asked In
On the
connnection with statehood, and even more.
other Tiand, it asks New Mexico to give up its cherished
name and to malgumate with a neighboring territory. It
is a big sacrifice, to surrender a name that has been hallowed by deeds of valor and thrilling events of almost
four centuries, but New Mexico is willing to pay the
price in order to become an active and essential part of
the greatest and most glorious nation on the face of the
earth, and to have Its citizens enjoy all the political
rights and privileges bought so dearly by tremendous
Arizona is not asked to
sacrifices in blood and treasure.
pay as heavy a price for the boon as is New Mexico, for
Arizona's euphonious name is to be, bestowed upon the
new state, and Arizonans, though greatly In the minority, nuraercially, are admitted into the partnership upon
the same terms as New Mexico, and will receive an equal
share of the same blessings. The gift of $5,000,000 in
cash and $30,000,000 in lands to the public schools of the
proposed state, Is in itself, a princely donation that it
would be stupid to decline except for the weightiest of
Such reasons no longer exist and the New
reasons.
Mexican feels certain; that after a "Vigorous campaign,
such as will be made during the next few months, the
statehood proposition will carry in both territories, in
New Mexico by an overwhelming majority and in Arizona by a vote that will be a revelation in view of the
commonly accepted opinion that the Arizonans are unalterably opposed to union with New Mexico.

Pleasing Prophecy
In connection with its remarks on the rejoicing

man

ifested throughout Oklahoma and Indian Territory over
their Jointure into one state, the St. Louis
of Saturday said:
The rejoicings are not altogether confined to Mis
Arizona and New Mexico, which
souri's near neighbors.
figure in the same act that elevates Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, are beginning to show some pride in the ad'
vantages which opportunity offers to them.
There are
reasons for believing that both will accept the union
Each,
which will admit them to the Btatehood circle.
particularly Arizona, talked against union while the ques
tlon was pending in congress, but now that congress has
given its ultimatum of consolidation or nothing, the
Both
chances are that consolidation will be accepted.
territories were part of the same community for many
years.
Consolidation will only restore the condition
which prevailed along in 1863. A few years of existence
as one state will produce a feeling of unity which nobody
The
in either end of the state will ever seek to disturb.
Texan who would propose to accept congress' permission
in the annexation act of 1843 and divide Into several
states would be driven over into Mexico by his Indignant
A like feeling
neighbors, or sent up into New England.
of state pride will probably seize the people of Arizona
and New Mexico if they live together for a few years.
Globe-Democr-

A New Mexico exchange says:
"Ihurman Hatton, a
Las Cnices boy, who is attending the Vanderbilt Univer
8ity at Elkton, Ky., won last week in the oratorical con

The contestants represented students
Hattoa also won
from six large institutions of learning.
the contest last year, and is deemed a very gifted young
The item is interesting but the esteemed ex
orator."
The Vanderbilt Univerchange is off in its geography.
sity is one of the great Institutions of learning in the
It is situated at Nashville. Tenn.. and
United States.
not at the little town of Elkton, Ky.

test at that place.

It is likely that congress
San Francisco Chronicle:
will apropriate the sura of $25,000 annually for presidentIt will be interesting to note what will be
ial trips.
come of the sum so appropriated when presidents show
In
a disinclination for travel, as they sometimes do.
the case of such appropriations made fur congressmen.
army and other officers, when they fail to avail them
selves of the privileges accorded them they usually com
Perhaps the pre
mute their
into cash.
cedent will be followed.
Alamogordo Advertiser:
We believe that Hie bill
by a joint conference committee of lioth
bouses, should it become law, should be accepted by the
people of Arizona nd New Mexico.
Thete may be other
conditions of statehood which would be more acceptable
to the people In general, but there can be no question
but that if the people pass up the Joint statehood bill it
will be the last opportunity they will have to obtain state
hood for a great many years.

as adopted
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The federal government mani

fests wisdom in its decision to have the matured timber
on the Pecos forebt reserve cut when it reaches its full
On every part of the reserve are evidences of
growth.
the folly of the plan of letting the matured timber stand
Trees that have attained their growth and begun to rot
are in abundance. If the large timber Is cut, the small
trees grow rapidly to take its place and the forestry Is

really much improved. The forestry methods now bein
adopte i by the government are scletific and sensible.

The passage and signing of the Joint statehood bill
came bo closely on the end of the week, that few of the
weekly papers in either territory had opportunity for
The daily press of New Mex- comment on the subject.

"A

LOVELY PORTRAIT
IN

AN

UNLOVELY FRAME"

Extracts From Sermon Delivered By Rev. Soilie
tX)XXCK0XXO0XKXK0X)XXXXXXt
Yesterday
Vcsfc

FocEet States
Frequent in Europe

AT HIGHLAND METHODIST

Denver Tlm?s.
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The little countries in Europe playing great parts la
history and diplomacy, but, scarcely larger than a county
in our western states, are hard to keep track of by Amer
They get lost ill the scratched tip maps of the
icans.
world, and it Is worth while to pick them out and K?t
Belgium is a wee little nation.
acquainted with them.
hardly ns large as either Holland or Switzerland, lying
between Holland and northern France, on the snore of the
out
North sea. Just as that sea begins to spread
from the Strait of Dover.
The various provinces of this little state are as well
known almost as is the name of their Including mother
They are Antwerp, Brabant, East and West
nation.
Flanders, lialnault, Liege, Limbourg, Luxembourg and
Namur. The best known and largest towns are Brussels,
Antwerp, Ghent and Liege, none of them much larger
All
than Denver, and the last two somewhat smaller.
told there are 7,000,000 people In Belgium, and they would
have a trifle over an acre apiece if they were all spread
out on the 7,278,908 acres that form the area of the country. This is less land to each inhabitant than is in any
other European country.
Not only is Belgium most crowded, but she has some
There are more railroads to the
other superlatives.
quare mile than anywhere else, and a, greater foreign
Recently, this active
trade even than Great Britain.
anniversary of
little country celebrated its seventy-fift- h
independence, and there was great rejoicing among all
but the working people, who cannot forget that they are
working longer hours, for less pay. than In most other
countries. Over half of these worklngmen and women
receive less than 60 cents a day, and more than
h
Over
of them got less than 40 cents a day.
of these workers work more than eleven hours a
day, many of them much longer. So, In spite of the great
foreign trade and many Industries, the country is not
properous for the mass of the people.
Politically there Is much to be desired for the Bel
gian people. They vote, but the vote of the propertied
class counts as three, and the laborer's Influence Is small.
The most astonishing thing about Belgium Is the variety
German Is spoken
of languages In so small si compass.
In the eastern districts, French In the southern provinces
and Flemish (a Dutch dialect) In the northern provinces.
Wonderful forces have been at work to make these
great-littlnations treasure houses of art, knowledge,
skill and enterprise.
Each one of them will play its
own enormous part in building the future of humanity
Inlo stately, gorgeous outlines of human weal and world
wide brotherhood.
ll.-e- lf
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The statehood bill, with the Carter amendment, has
passed tne senate, and (luring mis ween uie nuuse win
This means
also accept the bill asvpassed by the senate.
that at the election November 6, the people of Arizona
and New Mexico, in addition to electing territorial, county
and precinct officers, will also vote for delegates to a
constitutional convention, but the most important vote
will be that in which the people will declare for or against
statehood; the Jointure of Arizona and New Mexico as
one state.
It now becomes the solemn duty of the press of the
two territories to discuss every side of this question in a
temperate manner, discuss every feature for or against
merger.
This because from the peresent outcome it Is
very doubtful If Arizona or New Mexico will ever be adThis appears to be the setmitted as separate states.
tled policy of the east against the west.
If this opposition is fixed and unchangeable, then
Will the people
there Is but one question to determine.
of Arizona prefer to have a territorial form of govern
nipnt rather thnn enter lolntlv with New Mexico as a
sovereign "state?
'
Bo It remembered, that as a state, all territorial,
county or precinct officers, which are voted for today, will
bo likewise voted for under the state government wltn-oreference to the merger of the two territories.
Only state officers will be eleoted by the two territories jointly.
Such officers are now appointed in Wash
The governor, lieutenant
ington.
Some of which are:
governor and his territorial appointees. The supreme
court and the district Judges, which are now appointed at
Washington, will be elected by the votes of the people of
the two territories as a state.
The district judges will be elected by the people ot
their respective judicial districts, the people of each
district electing Its own Judges without reference to
Jointure.
So it will be observed that the only question to be
determined, even admitting for the sake of argument
that New Mexico with her preponderating vote could
elect all of the state officials, (he people would at leaBt
have a right to express their opinion as to who these
state officers should be. As now they have no say whatever.
Then the question might prise will the people
of Arizona and New Mexico prefer to be governed by
New MpxIco or Washington?
Again, it should also be borne in mind lhat these
state officers will be elected by the political parties respectively, democrats and republicans.
The republicans
of Arizona will Join with the republicans of New Mexico
In their state conventions.
The democrats of Arizona
will join with the democrats of New Mexico la their
state conventions. These conventions will nominate the
slate officers for their parties. The partiees of the two
sections of Arizona and New Mexico under the state will
vote as parties and not as sections.
This will give the
people the right to determine who will rule over them.
These are questions for calm and cousiderate reflection,
especially so if we hope to enjoy the rights, privileges
ami advantages of
especially when there
appears to be such a fixed and set determination by the
majority of both houses in congress to refuse separate
statehood to Arizona and New Mexico.
ut
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"A bruised seed shall he not
break, anil smoking flax shall he
not quench."

Subject A Lovtly Portrait In au
Unlovely Frame."
The beautiful spirit In which our
lord met the separated attacks of hie
enemies on tills particular occasion,
has been denominated by tome :ne,
"A lovely portrait in an unlovely
frame." It was on a Sabbath morning when tlie Master with his le- clples took a walk, and passed
through a corn field wherein the gram
was nearly ready for harvesting. The
deciples "hungered," we are told, and
began plucking the ears of corn, rubbing out the grain with their hands,
hypocritical
and eating of It. Th-Pharisees who were the avowed enemies of the Sn of Man, watched with
eager eyes every movement of Christ
and his ilescipb.s, tr,ar they might
find occasion to bring1 charges avail! t
him, and have him y.w.
o
bnn,
seized the plucking of the ea.'s of
corn, and claimed by Lint, 'hat bis
desclples had broken the law of tlu
Sabbath. Jesus set aside tne charge,
by Scriptural quotations, after which
ne repaired quietly to their synagogue for worship. On arriving there,
he found a man with a withered hand,
which he healed. His enemies, who
were still ipursuing him, tuok the healing of the withered hand as anotner
and betttr ground for a charge of
Sabbath desecration. The Master met
this charge as the first. But his en
emies were so enraged that they call
ed a meeting of the council that they
might plan his iltau. When Jesus
heard of their meeting he withdrew
from their presence with iis desclples
and great multitudes followed them,
we are told, many of whom Jesus
healed of thtir diseases.
Jesus invariably avoided strife, if
practicable; not because he feared
what his enemies could do to him,
but that he might be better able to
fulfill his mission of mercy, to those
who felt their need of him. But if to
avoid strife would in any way conflict with his duty, he was equally as
ready to face It.
Moral aeuous may he have carried
ei.
far, as to be discounted, or in other
words, as .to become works of supererogation. Right may be so rigidly
anhered to, as to harden into wrong.
'Anere is a nice point here, that it is
worth the time to learn. Justice
itself, may be dealt out with such a
high degree of strictness, that the
man la lost in the judge. The one
in authority, whatever the position
may be,,who does net learn this lesson well, may oeeonie discredited to
the otlic?. or to those who placed such
un one in office. To deal out Justice
successfully and Honorably, true manhood or womanhood must be recognized by those receiving the same, as
well aa the Judge whose duty it is to
sit in judgment. We are told thai
after Christ had finished that wonderful sermon on the Mount, that the
people said: "He preached, or taught
as one having authority, and not as
detne serines," who were wholly
pendent upon what ethers said, for
their knowledge of the truth.
On tne other hand, goodness and
mercy may be dispensed with such
ostentation as to soften into irrational
compassion, which renders it inconsistent with good government. In
this case the judge is lost in the man.
But tnese iowers for good, which are
easily perverted, narmonized in Jesus Christ. Hence, he Is called "The
Lamb of God," which is significant of
his tenderness toward those who are
penitent and call upon him for help.
On the otner hand, he is called "The
Lion of i. ne Tribe ot Judea,"
which
signifies his readiness to devour his
may
enemies. This question
arise in
the minds of some: "Why were these
seemingly opposites so easily harmonized in C'.irist?" The answer is because in him the man and the judge
are equally balanced, and could be
seen working In perfect harmony on
all occasion. At no time in the life
of Christ on earth, when any question
wai to be settled, whatever the nature of ij.ie question was, did the one
appear without the other. The man
and the judge, as related to the Son
of Man. stood for one and the same
thing, (the fight.)
However severe
he was on evil doers, the unbiased ot
his hearers were forced to say: "He
speaks as one having authority, and
not as the hypocritical scribes." and
on the other hand, however gentle and
sympathetic he might have shewn
himself on any occasion, the most
casual observer. If unprejudiced, could
see behind it all the greatest determination that Justice should be met. To
be successful in the business of life,
the man and the Judge must work
harmoniously, bide by side, whatever
our calling may be. To separate them
is Pharisccical, therefore, jivikxiiLi-ical- .

Our Ten Dollar Suits
We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."
We don't do much blowing aoout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
do more than he'll expect It to do, and

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction

EH

Ten Dollar Suit Man

If the

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of theS9 suits Is right In every detail.
We guarantee it and that always
means here
MONEY BACK

IF

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

do business in short order.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

M. MAMBELJL

have to but turn to the second and
tnird chapters of Revelation, and
read John's message to the seven
churches of Asia, to learn with what!
strictness Uod deals with- Impenitent,
churches irn the one hand and on the
other, with what tenderness he deals
with a church whose members have
even a little strength left, after a
battle with the evil one. "A bruised!
seed shall he not break, and smoking
flax small he not quench.
Among the Master's last words in
the temple at Jerusalem, his heart
was so pained as he beheld the lost
condition of the people, that he broke
down and wept, exclaiming: "O, Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that klllest
the prophets, and stonest them which
are sent unto thee, how often would I
have gathered thy children together,
even as a hen gatnereth her chickens
under her wings, and ye would not."
Let us notice the words, "1 would, and
ye would not." Christ willeth the
death f no man, but rather all would
turn and live. "A bruised seed will
he not break."
There are Christians, and there may
bo some in this presence, whose religious life has been bruised by a conflict wit.:i Satan, whose faith is weak
because cf such bruises; the religious fire en whose heart once burned
profusely, but is now a mere sipark,
smouldering in ashes, and whose efforts to break the chain that binds,
are so weak, that thtir brethren do
not take notice of it, yet Christ, O
blessed Savior and
sympathizer,
stands by saying: "Struggling soul,
come unto me, and I will give you
rest."
"Smoking flax shall he not quench."
1 here are these whose religious life
is like a lamp, burning dimly, because
the oil Is almost gone, like a spark
smouldering in ashes. But Christ
comes to that one with the sweet in"Come, follow me," and 1
vitation:
will not only heal the bruise made by
the enemy, but with my afflatus, 1
will fan the spark into a mighty flame
and make of the lamp that Is now go
ing out, a great luminary."
Are there those here today, whose
rellgluus life 'has been brulstd. and
whose faith has been weakened by
seperated attacks with the tempter, w
until you cannot sing with the prophet
of old, as you once could. "How amiable are thy tabernacles, O Lord' oi
hosts," if so will you kindly behold
the portrait of the Son of God, tlfttt
was sketched by i:ne of the masters
of old? Will you take time to listen
to the readings of a message from
Uod that was given wings, and started on its mission nearly 3,000 years
ago? And ltt me say, before reading
the message, it is for you my struggling brotiier. "A bruised seed shall
he not break, and smouldering flax
shall he not quench."
David was thus bruised when he
prayed:
"Cast me not away from
thy presence, and take not thy holy
spirit from me; restore unto me the
joy of thy salvation, and uphold me
with thy free spirit.
Then will I
teaoh transgressors thy ways, and sinners shall be converted unto thee."

Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

ooooicoaocotooeo
Fayvvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

oo ooo toooosoaotototeo 0 rxooao
A. C. Billcke and
John S. Mitchell

invite their friends to make
New Mexico head-

quarters at
THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los AngelesvCal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
Is a pleasure
to us.

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFh,
better than ever.
Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home in
our hotel when visiting Los
All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

ooooooooooooeooocooooo
Luxury with Gas Ranse

Ironins-Da- y

So very much more comfort man
one would imagine. One burner of
the gas range, witu a little appliance
for holding three or four irons, keeps
the room comparatively cool.
You
don't have to heat up the wtiole stove
and the whole house, as when you
burn coal.
Ironing, even in cold weather, isn't
i cool job, but with a hit coal fire in
summer, it's unbearably uncomfortable.
Gas

it turns drudgery to pleasantness.
Gas range connected free.
SEE OUR RANGES ON EXHIBIAT THE ELECTRIC

TION

THE MAZE.
Four gallon tetoneware water
er, with faucet
Two gallon Water Kegs
Crass Sickles
Hammocks, from $1 to
Keyhole Saws

Strainer

Milk

rails

cool-

90c
75c
20c
.JtJ
15c
t;5c

50c
Galvanized Sprinkling Cans
Well Who Is
35c to 55c
$8
Washing Machines
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor,
o
Kriedberg Bros, have donated a
very beautiful bowling trophy In the
shape of a watch fob, representing
ten pin, balls and pins, to be given as
a prize to the person making the
higiet individual score at West's
b wling alleys tills week.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

ooooooooooooooooooooo
MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale tlquo: and Ci'ar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, Ut. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlcs.
M2SSQBSB9

THE BEST IN TOWN

bruised seed shall he not hrtuk.
and smoking
flax
shall he not
qu nch."
The text is a quotation
from Islah s prophecy, describing the
tetiderne.-- s
and sympathy with which
Dealer in
Hie Son of God would deal with peni- ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
tent Christians, who had fallen into
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
tile same of the tempter, and bruis
Per Gallon
ed by sin. U seems tnat Cod lias First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
Inspection Benefits.
ma
special provision for his chil- Work Guaranteed.
Special
Price
Large
on
Orders
The activity of the Chicago city authorities in the lri n. "A bruised seed shall he not
No. 103 North First Street.
movement to correct packinghouse abuses, so far as they br. al,
The seed is, perhaps, the
Delivered
to
any
part
of
the
city
are matters of municipal responsibility, the news that ad- ino- -' eiuhr of plants, and especially
when
slightest
in
young.
The
it
ditional pekinghouse ventures are being planned in the
bruise it, after which a
west, nnd the admission on all sides even by the pack- lision
wind will break it.
Phone Colo, lied 'J2.
,
ers themselves that laxity exists to some extent lead to slfollf
f;ui king flax shall no not quench."
the conclusion that the present agitation is going to llouevir near the tires of love may
eventuate In good rather than evil to the packing inter- have eased burning in a Christian's i:CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl
No heart, if backvd up by repentance, f
ests ut large, as well as to the consumers of meats.
&
substantial and permanent business can be built upon It .irist stands by to kindie i.t into a
SCREEN TIME
foundations inimical to the welfare and safely of the very flame, if the believer's faith Is
Is
Door and Window
here.
agents
Sole
impeiii
i
s:riniK
uough. Let not the
for Casino Canned Gods
consumers whose patronage is Indispensable; and whenscreens made to order.
Jas. lKekin & Oo.'s Coffees,
take comfort from this
ever such faulty foundations are discovered the earlier a.vaui',
It does not apply to his
Granite Flour.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
they are torn out and the proper ones substituted the '.--, mr for
it apply to an impeni
does
SXXXXXDOOOOOOCOCXJOOOOOOOOT
Any delay beyond the present tent backslider in the church.
better for all concerned.
None
would be especially unfortunate, even from the trade
those who realize their weakness
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
point of view.
Now Is the time to make extensive and j'"'l ticl the need vt a Savior's Live.
undersigned is prepared to
The
can
drink from this fountain ot
thoroughgoing reforms, and, before foreign competitors
make trips to and from the celebratcan get any advantage from American house cleaning s'l'
While Christ's words were scath- - Large. AJry Rooms. Praces Very Rea. Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any inrevelations, the new order of things will be here and the
formation desired can be secured
nin and terrible to hypocrites on the
Karth.
sonab'e.
guarantee
label of Uncle Sam's Inspectors will stand for a
from George H. Moore, No. 113 Wet
hand, on the other, he was equally
""e
that means something substantial In turning public con- tender u a struggling Christian, that
Free Delivery. Railroad avenue.
Orders Solicited.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
fidence to American packinghouse profits. Exchange.
bad even a little strength left. We
South Second Street.
Proprietor.
"A

P. MATTEUCCI

$J.50

col-wi-

Grand Central Hotel

s.sTrr?va

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

r. C. PRATT

CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries.'
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THE MIRACLE

McKINLEY COUNTY

DATE FOR AUSTIN

EVENING

Batallion to Leave Here Aug. Grand Jury Warns Politicians Title of Annual Commencement Play of Immaculate
Against Illegal Voting in
3 for Austin, Tex., and
Conception School.
Mining Camps. x
Will be in Camp

accompanied Iho Albuquerque delegation to this city last night. He will MUS1CALE AT ST.
return to El Paso tonight.
"Doc" Blensoe, who Is a stnaii
VINCfNT ACADEMY
ranchman up the river. Is in the city
purchasing Paris green. He fays the
grasshoppers are so bad In his neighThe Man of Business or the Home Library
borhood that
he farmers will get This Evening to Be Given by
only one good cutting this season, and
he proposes to sprinkle Paris green
the Music Class of the
In the hopo of getting ild of some,
We have just received a
of the pests.
Academy.
large shipment of
Invitations are out announcing that
the annual o mmoctment exercises of
Roll Tc
ti.--..he St. Vincent academy will be held COMMENCEMENT
Desks, Flat and Standing
EXERCISES
J9TH
on North Sixth street,
Desks, office Chairs, Book
it the academy June
j9. 19tM, at
on Tuesday,
Cose, Typewriter Standi
too'clock. A muslcale will be licld
and Tables.
iBurty)
night, tho program of exerclsts be- 1 Duet
We guarantee our line to
M.
H.
Rogers,
Hale,
L.
In
ing publisned elsewhere
Kramer,
today's
represent
the best 'workmanS.
Kramer.
Evening t it ben.
ship and highest clam ol
tGodard)
Julius Elsemann, the Boston wool 2 "Danso d'Etollcs,"
cabinet work. The desk you
A. Montoya, II. Gibson.
l
buyer, who has been over in the
buy of us will not fall to
(Lichncr)
neighborhood purchasing wool, .1I "In the Meadow"
pieces In a short time, thus
"Gipsy lmnce"
(Behr)
causing you much annoylame in from El Paso this morning,
M. Mcintosh. S. Yrisarrl.
ance.
and as he formerly resided here, ha?
(Helns)
met many old friends today who tire 3 "Silver Nymphs"
Our prices are the lowest.
M.
E. Lochs,
Corcoran.
eki'd to see him. He will remain in ti
Duet
(Reed)
this city for a short time, and then
S. Yrisarrl, I
Yrisarrl, A. Can- proceed on east to Boston.
delaria, A. Garcia.
Charles R. Keyes, president of Hie
7
March
(Llchner)
School of Mines, who will resign SepA.
L. Yrisarrl.
tember 1,. was in the city yesterday 8 Song Garcia,
.Little Ones
from
Mr. Keyes, who Is InAccompanists: A. Shiuick,
terested lu some mining properties In
M. Piatt.
308-31- 0
ine sister republic, will leave for 9 "Libellenspiel"
Ave.,
N. AT.
(Gauschales)
Mexico August 1. whfro he will reD. Calvert, S. Yrisarrl.
main for a couple of months. Upon 10 "Barcarolle"
(Kern)
his return to New Mexico he will prob
A. Brachvogel, B. Armljo.
ably move his office from Socorro to 11
"Gavotte"
(Tourbie)
this city.
M. Balling, E. Tanner.
12 "Idllllo"
FAIR NOTES
M. Hale, J. Armljo.
13 "Fruhllng's Toast"
(Bohm)
H. Rogers, J. Walsh.
An-- 1
Secretary of the Twenty-sixt- h
11 "The First Violet"
(Behr)
nual Fair Rosenwald has received In- S. Kelly.
formation from Manager McCanna, 15 "SalutT. aArmljo,
(Kowalski)
Pestu"
who Is now on a tour of the stBtes
M. Piatt, A. Korber.
hunting attractions, to the effect that lt
"Faust"
tUybach)
he has secured the services of C. A.
A. Shinick.
Barkley of Kansas City, to manage 17 Concert Recitation
the flower parade. Mr. Barkley will 18 "Dnnse Idylle"
i Helns)
be remembered for the gorgeous parB. Armljo, M. Balling.
ade of flowers he arranged hero In 19 "Un Secret"
tF !ai:ie)
1902, and he states that he will outdo
rt- i 5 .Vtw.--. . M.
H. Gibso.i.
his former efforts two to one at the 20 ".MazurkaDldler,
i Ison)
Caprice"
....il
coming fair.
I. Hopkins, S. Kelly.
o
21 Duet
i Bohm)
Manager McCanna met C. W. Cook.i
This Wonderful
A. Montoya, M. Dldler; E. fanJr., of the Santa Fe, at Kansas City,
ner, Et Tanner.
and together the two Journeyed to1 22 Pantomime
Chicago, where they are now seeing 23 "Lohengrin"
Machine Sews a
(Leybach)
the sights of the White City and SanS
J. Walsh, A. Korber.
Soucl parks, getting pointers for the 24
"
' ;
1
"Mazurka Impromptu"
V
twenty-sixt- h
annual fair.
Pair Half -- Soles
(Leschltlsky)
Boatrlght.
S.
S Manager McCanna has closed a con- - 25
i .Jf J.v.(.Vn
Chorus
(Hawthorne)
tract with Reckless uusseii, whose
in Two Minutes,
Accompanists:
S. Boatrlght,
g
feats In aerial work has
J. Armljo.
been the talk of the continent, and
the latter will be seen here in his act
for which We
Note
academy's annual comThe
at the-fal- l
festival. This act will no mencement exercises will be held at
strongest
prove
one
free
of the
doubt
the Convent hall, tomorrow, (TuesCharge Only
acts and one of the best drawing cards day), June 19. Tho Sisters of Charity
J4v- (r.v'(
A.
ft
vf
m ...
will
have.
that the fair
ft
have sent out Invitations.
A letter received from Manager McMy- i
AT THE CASINO
Canna nt the headquarters of tho fair
association contains the Information
;
that Mr. McCanna haa not yet closed
Owing to somo of their people leavcompany,
with a carnival
but that he ing ithem rabher suddenly, in fact, do:
.... '. ;
iH5,,v.
will get the best extant or stay away ing what Is known in Mage parlance,
VVe .. V, ..
from Albuquerque for all time to as "throwing 'em down, cold." the
come, as per Instructions of the ex- Bcrger-Gros'
.' ,.
Stock company had been
ecutive committee. Mr. McCanna ex- presenting a vaudeville bill tho past
r
t
pects to go to New York In a few three nights, but beginning tonight,
days from Chicago, and Is expected will ipreeont "Little Ird Fauntleroy,"
back here about the 10th of July.
with Baby Lucille In the title role.
Baby Lucille Is ono of th cleverest
1
i
;
Juvenile "performers, together 'with
PRESBYTERIANS NOW
Baby Florence, that has been seen in
IN NEW CHURCH Albuquerque In several seasons, and
will no doubt make good In parts the
same as in her vaudeville turn. The
Yesterday tho congregation of the management of the company an
Presbyterian church held services for nounces tnat new people have been
Opposite Postoffice
the first time In their beautiful new wired for, and will arrive this week 218 S. Second
structure, just' completed, at the cor- ha fill out the company, and for the rener of Silver avenue and Fifth street, mainder of the season the very best
with Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, the pas- in stock plays will be produced.
25-ce- nt
tor, occupying the pulpit at the mornC LOSING OUT SAL E.
ing service, and Rev. George F. Se75-ce- nt
We will sell out entire stock of Mivier, assisted by Revs. Cooper and
Rollins, conducting the communion llinery at a sacrifice, as all must be
services In tho afternoon at 4 o'clcck. sold by July 1st.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
Rev. Sevier occupied the pulpit ip the
Cooling and invigorating to the scalp. Treventa the hair falling out. Re-- ,
evening.
moves and prevents dandruff. Imparts a delightful odor
The services were very Impressive,
to the hair. Your money back if not satisfactory.
a special musical program having Always Something
Doing
been prepared for tho occasion of the
opening of the new church, which Is
AT THE
now fully completed with the exception of the Installing of the new pipe
organ, which has been ordered and
which will be placed as soon as it
THE BLUE FRONT.
arrives.
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue
At the morning service a subscription was taken up to be devoted to
the paying of the cost of construction
DO YOU WANT A GOOD SMOKE!
of tho new edifice, and some $2,000
was realized. This leaves but $1,000
more to be raised to pay off the comBuy one, a dozen or a box of th4
plete Indebtedness, and there Is but
White Lily cigars end yon will relittle doubt but what this remaining
amount will be raised before the dedalize what an aromatic,
ication services take place.
cigar Is. Don'f
Judge It by Its price 5 cents for one,
CASINO
$2 for fifty, boxed but esteem It fcfl
what
it really Is, a uniformly fine,
"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY."
',
cigar.
o
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete.
Including
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Iohman,
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUft
Las Cruces, N. M.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
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MURDER

GALLhCOS

Captain II- Ruppe, of Company C,
National Guard, Is In receipt of an order from the adjutant general's office,
In Santa Fe, Instructing him to have
men and
not more than thirty-fivthree officers In preparation for the
trip to Austin, Tixaa, where the territorial guard will p Into camp for one
week, with the militia from Texas,
lvoulsiana and Arkansas, and the
United Stales regulars In that portion of the country, saying that arrangements r,al heen made with the
war department for that many in
Company O. hut that. no more than
nu n should he
the specified thirty-livtaken.
The order from Adjutant General
Tarkington also stated that the New
Mexico Guard would (jo Into camp
..ugust 5, and therefore, wruld have
to leave their home stations alxmt
August 3. The guard will be In camp
one week, from August 5 to August
11, Inclusive, and as it will take two
days to make the trip, and as many
to return, it will mean that the hoys
will he away from home altogether,
about twelve davs.
One batallion of four companies,
and one troop of cavalry will go to
Austin, it having len decided that it
would not be possible to take the reg
iment, owing to the limitations 01 expenses the war department has agreed
to spend upon the New Mexico Guard.
That it will prove of grtat benefit to
the officers as well as the men, to
have them brought in contact with
the regulars, and to put In a weekmili-at
military maneuvers under strict
tary regulations, cannot be, denied,
and as the sending of territorial
iroops at the government's expense,
will kave the territorial fund in good
Khape to stand the expenses of a ter1907, the
encampment
in
ritorial
ruovo la looked on with favor by the
officers and men of the Nationalduard
in general.

Judge Abbott and the attaches of
the Second District court, who held a
special term of McKinley county court
at Gallup, last week, returned to the
city yesterday, and Judge Abbott was
bnck In his chambers this morning.
The work accomplished nt the
special term Included the finding of
four Indictments by the grand jury,
the most Important of which being
two for murder, one against Gregory
Pago for the killing of Walter A.
Jones In January, and a joint Indictment against two natives for the killing of one Francisco Torres. A
change of venue was taken In the
former case, and It Is now docketed to
come In tho Bernalillo county court
In September. A severance was taken
In tho case of the joint indictment,
and only one of the Indicted, Vences-lad- o
Gallegos, was tried. A verdict
of guilty of murder In the second degree was returned by the petit Jury lu
this case, after a trial that lasted two
days.
Tho second defendant In this case Is
Braullo Fialpando. Gallegos was sentenced to serve three years in the
penitentiary, and it Is very likely that
his accomplice in the crime will
waive trial and accept the same penalty. The killing took place at tho
mining camp of Gibson In April, and
was the result of an overindulgence In
liquor. Torres was killed with an ax.
Gallegos, who is destined to serve
three years In the penitentiary for the
murder, was born at Los Lunas, nnd
spent much of his early life In Bernalillo county.
Warning to Illegal Voter.
As the finals of a very concise but
thorough and dictatorial report, the
McKinley county grand Jury on Saturday gave warning to those engaged
In promoting and taking part In illegal
voting, in the following language:
"It has been a matter of common
report and general belief In this county that at elections in the past numbers of foreign-bor- n
residents have
voted without any right to do so, never
having been naturalized, and we urge
upon all such persons that in the future they refrain from voting until
they are vested with the right of citizenship. We entered this as a warning because otherwise a future grand
jury will undoubtedly see that such
violation of the law is punished.'
Since the opening up of the various
coal mines in McKinley county and
the advent Into the county of foreigners to work in the mines, it has been
the custom for politicians to traffic
freely with Illegal votes. It has not
been an uncommon occurance for a
camp of several hundred male inhabitants to poll a vote for every man carried on the pay roll of the mine, regardless of whether the voter is a
foreigner or not, or whether he has
been in the territory a month or a
year. Like conditions exist in other
mining camps of both territories.
Jury Commissioner.
Judge Abbott on Saturday appointed
Edwin Hart, Geo. B. Juillard and Ar
thur C. Smith jury commissioners for
McKinley county, for the ensuing
year.
Gallup Election Case.
The Gallup city election case, In
which the title of office of tho newly
elected council and town officers will
be tested, will be looked into by Judge
Abbott In chambers on Wednesday.
June 20. The town was divided Into
wards by the erstwhile council by
ordinance. Just prior to the election
by which the present council was
elected. The question involved is
whether or not the town was divided
according to the territorial statutes.
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GUILTY

FROM AUGUST 5 TO II INCLUSIVE

e

Inspecting Officer's Report.
Paddock, In
Colonel
Lieutenant
command at Fort Wingate, who in
spected the territorial troops some
time ago, has made his report to the
Secretary of War, at Washington, D.
and it is noticed that hla report
C
speaks more favorably of the guard,
as a whole, than anyp revlous report
for some years past.
Paddock's re
Lieutenant Colonel
s
port stated that the men in all
seemed to be of an excellent
moral grade, and that at least 80 per
cent of the whole could be depended
upon in case of emergencies.
In
some places the armory facilities were
poor, he reported, owing to lack of
funds, due to the smallness of the
appropriations for such purposes.
In speaking of Company G, Colonel
Paddock reported as follows:
"Men of a general good character,
and seem to be very zealous. They
would do gocd work in domestic emergencies. At least 80 per cent of the
men could be depended upon In case
of a call being made for their services. Have an excellent armory, part
of the rent of which Is ipald by the
commanding officer, due to the lack of
'territorial appropriation for this purpose. Have a fair target rang, and
good target practice."
com-lanie-

BACK FROM THE

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
K.
BROUGHT
NEHER
FISH HOME WITH HIM, WHICH
HE ACTUALLY CAUGHT.

GEORGE

Jlr. and Mrs. George K. Neher, with
their children, returned home last

Saturday afternoon from a most delightful visit to the famous Jemtz hot
springs, and before driving to their
handsome residence on North Second
street, drove to The Evening Citizen
office, where they left a fine mess of
trout and a bottle of mineral water
for medicinal purposes.
The report had reached Albuquerque that Mr. Neher, although feasting
on itrwut at the springs, was purchasing the fish instead of catching them
himself, but when he left the trout
at this office last Saturday, he indig-- '
nantly denied the report, and stated
that he had not only caught the fish
he bronght back with him to Albuquerque, but all that himself, Mrs.
Xfher and children had eaten while
at the resort.
Mrs. Neher, nollcing a skeptical
look on the face of the newspaper
man, entered into the conversation,
and stated that Mr. Neher was bu
lucky at flailing that he would Just
walk along the bank icf tho stream,
throwing the hook into the water, and
it, seemed to be a (pleasure for the
fish to come along and take a bite,
which resulted in the family enjoying
a fine mess almost tvery day while
at the springs.
They rexirt having had a fine outing, and their brown, healthy color
indicate that the vacation from city
business and cares proved beneficial
to all.

PROGRAM
BE HELD
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
MORROW NIGHT.

OF CONCERT

TO

AT
TO-

MORTUARY

Lopeta

C.

Duran.

LojK'ta C. Duran, Infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Duran, died the
ltth, and was laid to rest yesterday

afternoon at 3 o'clock, the funeral ceremonies taking iplace from the residence, 316 North First street. Interment was had In San Jose cemetery.
Barbaretta

Sedio.

Barbaretta Sedlo, inrant daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Sedlo. died yesterday afternoon at the family residence, 1002 South Second street, the
funeral taking place this afternoon
at 3 o'clock. Interment. In San Joe
cemetery.

Laura Ella Blake.
The Grim Reaper visited the
of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Blako, I'.n
North First street, last night, and cut
short the brief but eventful are oi
Uiura Ella Blake. Pneumonia was
the cause of death. The funeral will
Im held from he residence tomorrow
forenoon, InUiment to take place in
Santa. Barbara cemetery.
Many people of the city will remember that a
child of but a few hours old was Ich
In a liox ion the front doorstep of the
Blako homo four months ago tomorrow. The police were unable to find
the parents who deserted It. and Mr.
and Mrs. Blake took It into their
home as their own, giving It their
name. The disease which resulted in
death, ptv-out of a cold contracted
on last Thursday.
Leo John Greb.

Leo Join Greb, aged 17 years, died
ibis morning at his residence in this
Tomorrow (Tuesday) evening. June city. 220 North Wtalnul ureet, of
will be
Deceased came herethr-19. the following program
rendered at the First Methodist Kpis-cop- months ago from Fort Smith, Ark.
church, by the choir, assisted by The funer il ceremonies will take place
tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock from
other local talent:
Conception church,
1
Piano Duel. "Overture" ( BoieldHn ) the Immaculate
Rev. Fr. Mandalarl officiating. Inn
Mrs. Robblns and Miss Manning.
w ill be in Santa Barbara
"Daybreak"
ci
2
Chorus
Eaton Fanning.
Selected
3
Reading
FUNERALS
Prof. J. H. Cruni.
"Where
the
4
Contralto Solo,
lluck.)
t
D.
Lindens Illooin"
The remains t Miss Emelia
Mrs. S. n. Mjiller.
who died in this city the lith
Selected
5 Violin 'Solo
of this month, will be shipped to the
prof. Di Mauro.
home of her parents in Alexandria.
the
naritone Solo. "Tile Ship-oMinn., tonight, accompanied by the
Graham)
tCbas.
Dead"
deceased's twin sister, who was here
.).
McCoy.
1!
Mr.
's
during the dead
residence iu
7
Vocal Duett, Lat Night"
this city.
e
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PROGRAM TO BE RENDERED

Following is the pr. gram of the
Immaculate Conception school commencement extrcises, which will take
place on June 20, In St. Mary's hall,
nt S o'clock p. m. "The Aiiracle of
Hoses." is the title of the annual play.
Cast of Characters.
Elizabeth, Countess of Thuringia. .
Isabel Connolly
Soli.i. her mother-in-laLucy E. Coleman
Mary B. Maher

Rosamand. Countess of Falken,,'eln
Empress of Germany
ltertiia, lady In waiting
Frances U Dye
Wil.orali, servant in castle
Margaret C. Maher
Kunigunda, a poor tenant
Llebwarta, dependent of Elizabeth..
Marv T. Halant
Gcrliiid.?
Mary H. Johnston
Gertrude
Helen M. Akers
Martha
Bertha M. Wardwed
Trundchen and Gatlmde. children of
Kunigunda ....... .Marv O'ljinehlln
Castellan
John B. McGulnness
A Hermit
lawrence D. Keleher
Messenger, Herald . .Joseph E. Burke
Prof. J. 11. Crum, Director.
Henry Sandoval, Stage Manager.
Feast of St. Aloysius.
On June 21, solemn high mass at
tho Immaculate Conception church, at
S o'clock a. m.
Celebrant. Rev. C. M.
Capilupi, S. J.; deacon. Rev. F. X.
Tomassirni, S. J.;
Rev. J.
Troy, S. J. Sermon by Rev. A. M.
Mandalarl, S. J. Music by the school
troys Gregorian choir, under the direction of Sister Mary Regina. Organist,
Miss Stella Boaright. Benediction of
the Most Blessed Sacrament immediately after mass. In the hall will occur the reception of graduates by the
juniors.
sub-deaco-

Feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
Morning services for .nine 22:
Solemn high mass at 8 o'clock; celebrant, Rev. A. M. Mandalarl, S. J.
Music by the school boys Gregorian
choir. Benediction of the Most Blessed aacramcnt Immediately after mass,
sermon by the pastor.
Evening.
Graduating exercises In the hall,
the program of which follows:
Salutatory
D. Keleher
Chorus
Class
ussay "Dignity of Iabor"
Margaret C. Maher
ocal Solo "Break, Break, Break"
John B. McGulnness
"We Rock Away on the Billows
Gay"
class
Essay "The
Man"
John B. McGulnness
"Hearest Thou"
Lucy E. Coleman
Valedictory
Mary T. Haighj
Presentation of Diplomas
Address to Graduates
Closing Chorus
Class
Following are tho names of graduates:
Margaret C. Maher, Mary T,
Haight, Bertha, M. Wardwell, John B.
McGulnness and Lawrence D. Kele
her.
Admission will be by invitation.
Ushers Joseph Walsh, Henry San
doval and Joseph Burke.
In the church, Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament.
Celebrant,
Rev. C. M. Capilupi, S. J.; deacon,'
Rev. F. X. Tomassirni, S. J.; sub-decon. Rec. J. Troy, S. J.; master of
ceremonies. Rev. A. M. Mandalarl, S.
J.; O. Salentarls, Hostia; Tantum
Kigo: Benediction of the M. B. S.;
Music by the ImLandate Dominum.
maculate Conception choir.
Self-Mad- e

a

LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

Wi A. Brown spent Sunday in he
city from Cerrilloa.
.Mrs. P. A. Smith has returned from
a visit to Suuta Fe.
W. A. Cassman was In Albuquerque
yesterday from Silver City.
Neill B. Field has returned
from
a short visit to his summer heme on
the I'ecos river.
B. G. Wilson, of the Continental Oil
company, has returned from a business trip to Santa Fe.
J. E. Blinn, with Ruppe's drug store,
nas returned from a two weeks' routing in the Grand Canyon.
Mrs. Thomas Walsh has gone to
Kansas City, where she will visit relatives and friends for several weeks.
City Clerk Harry Lee has returned
from a flying business visit to Santa
Fe, where ne conferred with Governor Hagerniun and others.
Saturday afternoon the Women's
Christian Temperance Union held an
interesting meeting at the
of
Mrs. Borden, 41 South EdIUi street,
at which time muen business was
transacted.
Supervisor Dixon, of tho Indian department, who Is in charge of the local Indian school, has ret urn d from
a trip to tho San Felipe pueblo.
He
expect j a superintendent to arrive at
the school soon.
In San Antonio, Texas, ice cusu
the consumer fifteen cento per loo
jKMiniis, and the manufacturers report
themselves making good profits, luls
luxury costs considerably more in
New Mexico towns.
A small but delightful picnic party
that spent the day at Whiseomb
Springs yesterday, was composed of
Mr. and Mrs. Kred Donnenwlpth. Mr.
and Airs. James Corsell, and Misses
Mae Donnenwirth and Katlierine (Yir- -

selL
Mr. ami Mrs.

Ros-wel-

Albert Faber

SiK-orp-

000000
Albuquerque,

Railroad

The Champion Sole

Sewing Machine

;

death-defyin-

ty

.'

1

Mill

75c

V

v

v

Street

rKEEA.

Bottle of Williams' Liquid
Shampoo with a
Bottle

Antiseptic
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.

The Williams Drug Co.

W

E
S
T

free-smokin- g,

BOWLING
A

L
L

Just Received

Length Silk
Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION STORE.
See the picnic baskets in the Mcintosh Hardware company's
display
window.

1

A.

E

The picnic baskets fo.- - sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.

The

NO.

118

Manzanita Hall

J. RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Y

Elbow

j

full-valu- e

WEST GOLD AVENUE.

and scientific courses. Modem languages under foreign teachers. Three
buildings with well equipped laboratories, good gymnasium, well Blocked
library. Ample ground for athletics which are given under a trained
lnstr iciiir. New cinder track for the coming year. Catalogue Illustrated
from photographic views sent on request, nth year begins Aug. 20, JUOC
J. LEROY DIXON, Principal, Palo Alto, Cal.

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

makes the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

A SCHOOL
FOR BOYS

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA.
thirteen year has been sending boys into Stanford university and
the terhnieal schools and higher institutions of the east. One teacher to
every the boys means thorough and successful work. The location of the
school, neir a great university, and iu the most ixautiful valley in California, ha f iini.shed inspiration and every facility for the development of
mind
and body. Home care under Ideal dormitory 'system, classical

telephone

YOU

NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The St. Elmo

Finest Whiskies

I

?
Solomon Luna have
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
returned from Santa F . w litre .Mr.
Luna conferred wiii Governor
SAMPLE A NO Q
aneiit the Holding of a sheep
0 West Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
growers' convent ion here during lin;
He stated tnal the governor
would call the con vent i u.
Mis Gladys Childers, daughter of
ni'iiifcah r iiMWiSTnwijuijMiisjmjjjujijijjLMJLiJjjij
Attorney v. B. Childers, will graduate tioin t.ie Los Angeles Gills'
seminary Thursday, and will
X
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
reach Albuquerque Saturday, accompanied by Miss E'hel Palm, r, a
Siiiit Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly nnd will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not be
schoolmate, who will be her guest the
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or slots finish.
remainder if the summer,
Light ris lcavt s city for the snrincs FINELY FURNISHED COTTAGES.
(Kjeruin
W. Reeves, traveling .".eight
Back of Postoffice.
very Monday and Wednesday.
just Received Elbow Length Silk andA. j.asst-ugrto five rooms, to rent
Mesdames M Donald and Miller.
Of from
Bgent of the Southern
Call the Red Wagoni.
Selected Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
S
Reading
Kour-horsfor
to
stage
visitors
hou8ekeeP'n8
leaves city ever)'
Paeitir, with headquarters and iionin
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
LION STORE.
;
Prof. J. 11. Cruui.
Friday-through
In one
at El Paso, is in the city, looking up
day. only!
o
S
uprano Solo, "A Ros" Table"
J.
a
BLOCProp.
bowling team, to busiiies-- for iaj road he represents. line with change of stock en route.
Wanted, a
if. H. Hawley)
Jemez Hot Springe, New Mexico.
beat the Affidavits, at the West Bowl- Mr. Reeves was at Itoswell, where he
Mrs. Rov McDonald.
doings,
at'et'ijed
and
Shrlners'
i
the
W.
I.nlz-?ting
Alleys.
&
10 Chorus,
Italia"
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET T1!E NEWS
.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

l.uti-dee-

Col-icgit- e

rrsn'

-

to

o

I

X

L. Trimble

!
.

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

12

000'0000

ifr

TO THl

LADIES:

Imperial Laundry Co.
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oocoaccoo

The BEST
BE UNITED STATES SENATOR
of all ILmiments

THE KANSAN WHO REFUSED TO

COBURN, FARMER AND EXPERT
FARM REPORTER, WHO WOULD
RATHER STICK TO THE FIELDS
AND CROP FIGURES OF KANSAS
DOESN'T BELIEVE IN PLAY-ADV- ISES
RECREATION IN HARD
WORK.

J4;k;?j.S

(TOT

In

A,-.1-

,

"'jet

ilocu.

Coburn is past 0. He was born In
Wisconsin, served in the Civil war,
farm
as
went to college, workt-tiand, edited a farm paper and Is now
the best agricultural expert ever.
His statistics and reports on crop
conditions and yields in Kansas are
Infallible. They ihave told so much
ntwut Kansas that nothing remained
for anyone lse to contribute. They
were quoted the world over and had
the approval of farmers everywhere
I.jt their accuracy and information. of
The fat volumes .aat have told
end
thv "Beef Steer and His Sister"promof the "Helpful Hen" and other
of a
inent factors in the upbuilding
farming community, have etood as
classics in their way.
This is Bometning, out scarcely .
enough to make a man who can re-senatorship.
i'itQri
use
wuiiw states
self-- .
Coburn has the firm Jaw of a
me
nas
reliant westerner; he
of a man who knows he
a thouIs right. He could have had
sand dollars an' time for some hint
of his forthcoming crop reports, but
he is incorruptible.
His department has never issued
ala prospective report; it has beenThat
ways a relation of conditions.
in
Is why it has stood for perfectionwest.
the agricultural annals of theto be
Coburn, when he wanted
governor, had so little political tact
consult
that he thought he need not
He
the managers of his party.
learned a few things. He was scarce-

V. I).

COBURX.

In the convention.
He went back to his agricultural
board and to the work of collecting
statistics on the best way to raise
alfalfa. He was for a time a regent
of the state agricultural college, and
his three children are graduates of
that Institution.
around Coburn.
No sham exists
He is a farmer and a farm authority,
btit he does not boast of his position.
He is simple, yet the soul of dignity.
He walked across the Mississippi
river on the ice when he came west,
and his first work In the state was as
a farm hand. He is proud of all this
and glories in his position.
When the position of United States
senator was offered him he said
promptly that he did not wish to leave
But he
bureau.
his agricultural
promised to consider the offer.
"I know little about It," he remarked, when asked what political effect
his appointment would have.
"I voted for Horace Greeley In 1872.
republican, I
I am not a hide-bouI believe
want you to understand.
generally in the principles of the republican party, but I do not intend
to be a swallower of everything that

ly an "also ran"

SPECIAL CATTLE
BOARD.

HAS BEEN

A special tax levy of 24 mills on
all cattle in New Mexico was agreed
upon at the meeting of E. O. Austen,
preseldent, and W. C. Barnes, secretary, of the Cattle Sanitary board,
held at the territorial capital with
Governor Hagerman. The governor
was inclined to the opinion that the
amount could be reduced to 2 mills
or less for the expenses of the Sani
tary board, enforcing of the inspectionn
laws and other details, but the mem-beof the board maintained that, if
anything, the expenses were incrasing.
Wr, Barnes, secretary of the board,
mnde the following statement:
"The immense increase iii the dus
ties of the board, owing to the
new railroads that have been
built in the territory during the past
two or three years, has necessitated
the employment of many more inspectors, without any particular increase
in the income of the board, and while
tthe number of cattle shipped from the
territory has fallen off quite materially as well as the number returned
for assessment, the number of shlp-Vln- g
points has trebled in three years,
requiring a larger force of Inspectors
to afford the same protection to the
The question of mange
cattlemen.
amongst the cattle has assumed proportions which has forced the board
to employ several trained veterinarians to assist the government inspec
tors, as the government was unable to
furnish enough men and called on the
territory to furnish additional help,
which we have been forced to do.
This adds very materially to the expenses of the board without any corresponding benefit in the matter of income, and. moreover, the board has
during the past few months, had an
operative glanders among horses in
Colfax county which has cost considerable to stamp out, and at any time
are liable to have a renewal of it, all
of which has used up the board's income to the last dollar, and it would
le impossible to run the board for the
Incoming fiscal year on any less
money than we had last year, and for
that reason the board cannot see any
possibility of making a reduction in
the levy for the coming fiscal year."
mim-erop-

Mrs. BaniDini, at her parlors, No
West Railroad avenue, is pre
pared to give thorough Scalp treat
linnt, do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manlcur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
ous. She also prepares a bair tonio
that cures and prevents dandruff and
iiair falling out; restores life to dead
lial: ; removes moles, warts and su
pert: nous hair. Also a face powder,
I'rc Me cure and pimple cure and pile
curt. All of these preparations ar
purely vegetable compounds. Have
J. i!it added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face end cure of
wi. miles. It is also used for raeuma-t.s.npains and massage.
20.t

e

,
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NOTICE
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V

1

Co-bur- n,

of the mail for the
ENDORSED FOR
As the
COAL OIL INSPECTOR. city thus will go to the town.

has
C. C. Pitrat, of Farmington,
been endorsed by the business men of
Farmington for the posit ton of coat
oil inspector for San Juan county,
says the Index. Mr. lltrat is republican in politics, and if ithe territorial
jobs are being given to good, straight
men. Mr. Pitrat should receive the appointment. He is a good man. and,
moreover, we helieve ne w.ll Inspect

the oil.
STRICKEN WITH PARALYSIS
AND UNCONSCIOUS

FOR HOURS.

Samuel Sproull was stricken with
paralysis the other day at his home
says the
ion his ranch near Alta Vista,
Raton Range. His right side and leg
were entirely paralyzed and he was
unconscious until early the next mornA
ing, wiien he par ially recovered.
physician was carvl at once, and Mr.
Sproull Is not considered in immediate dinger, unless the attack should
recur or some new symptoms should

set

In.

FIRE STARTED

FROM FIREWORKS
Owing to the fact that a fire was
started through the firecracker nuisance, the dealers of Alamogordo who
firecrackers and fireworks
handle
have mutually agreed not to place
such articles on sale until the fourth
of July.
Four young men from Kansas, who
came last week with a party, have
flio rn government claims BOUth of
Alamogordo, about six miles. Four
vi.imtr mpn from Marshall. Mo., have
also filed on claims about eight miles
northwest of town the present ween.
All are slnglo men and evidently intend to grow up with the country.
DEBAUCH OF TWO WEEKS

TO SUM- MER WANDERERS.

SILVER CITV GUARD

TO GO TO AUSTIN

While there has been as yet no official notification the Silver City company of the New Mexico National
Guard, with the other companies of
the New Mexico guard will undoubtedly go Into camp this year at Austin,
and
Texas, where the Texas guard
encampother regulars will hold their
ment, says a clipping from Silver
City.
troop
A battalion of infantry and a
from
of cavlry will be sent to Austin plans
this territory, according to the
of the territorial adjutant general, A.
P. Tarklngton, which will include the
company of this city.
The encampment will take place
from July 28 till August 5, inclusive,
The
at the expense of the government. plan
.,w,,-t Anutin have been
ned upon an extensive scale, in order
to give the rank and "file a touch f
campaigning. There wjll be battles,
marches and numerous other maneuvers and the guardsmen will be under
strict "war regulations" and the discipline will be very rigid.

T

Use For Over 60 Years "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
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Mow Discovery
rONSUMPTION

OUGHSand
OLDS

Prlct
60c Ml 00
Fres Trial.

bur est and Uuicneet Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or HONEY BACK.

AND ALL OFEN WOUNDS.

For

TAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

AFFLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

LnS INS

STANG
ME NT

Intermingled with Clever Specialties

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

PRICES OF ADMISSION

NO FAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY TIIISOLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.

-

Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

2jc.,oOc. and $1 a BOTTLE.
X

J

WIIEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

Don't fall to see Dr. W. F. Carver
his marvelous exhibition with shot
gun and rifle.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mis- take.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl in Red riding the clown horse
Cupid in his
dive.
In

The TOOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

40-fo-

The Flying Automobile the most
daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
the world has ever known.
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver King
in his
dive.
Excursion trains and special round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
the date
40-fo-

;

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

POSITIVELY Cures TILES

TRACTION PARK (Fab Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OYER
SIXTY YEARS.

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF TAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FCrli
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

Automatic Phone, 292.

BiAMOMD

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAIV
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

ALBUQUERQUE,

A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE,

NEW

MEXICO.

2Z3EE83SB0I

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE
PEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
YOU

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

cures sore throat,
put a teaspoonful in

& CO., u?

BORRAOAILE

a half glassful of

WATER & GARGLE Often.

Gold a,-- . U8

ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.

Don't Dispute with a Woman.
Especially, if she tells you to order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (u you should forget the order), that you could not
grocer
tiud it, for every first-clas-s
handles EMPRESS. Vou will always
find good bread, good blsculta, good
pastry and most important of all.
you when yon
Kood cheer to greet
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.

WORK-BENCH-

NEED IT UN
.

FOR PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

AND

M. BERGER,

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD. RUB IT IN WELL

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

Highland Jersey Dairy.

of our
Forefathers.

le LINIMENT

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone, 21k. 89.

most important consideration. Willis
T. Morgan, retired Commissary Ser-ant I'. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
C'ncord. N. II.. says: "I was two
years In Cuba and two years in the
Philippines, and being subject to
colds, I took Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, which kept me
in perfect healtn. And now iu New
Hampshire, we And It the best medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung diseases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
Price 50c and ti. Trial bottle free.
g

W. E.

1500 S.

B'way.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger

&.

Avery, DoBton

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M.

ELECTRICAL WORK.

M.

Have your money in
the bank and pay your

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

Following the Flag.
Deadly Serpent Bites
Are us common in India as aro mom-When our soldiers went to Cuba
ach ami liver disorders with us. Fori
tho latter, however, there Is a sure and the Philippines, health was the

remedy: Klectrlc Bitters, the great!
restorative medicine, of which S. A.!
Brown, of lienuettsville, S. C says:
They
my wife to perfect
htalth, after years or suffering with!
dyspep-i- a
and a chronically torpid
IT you knew the value of Chamberliver." Electric hitters cure chills
lain's Salve, you would never wish to and fiver, malaria, billiousness, lame
bo without it. Hero aro some of the back, kidney troubles and tiladded disdiseases for which It is especially val- orders, sold on guarantee by all1
uable: sore nipples, chapped hands, druggies. :rlce 60c.
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
TAKE A PLUNGE
sore eves, itchinir nlles. salt rheum
in the
and eczema. Price 20c per box. For
SWIMMING POOL.
sale by all drupglsts.
504 North First 6treet.
Open Daily,
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
j
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

JUL Y 4-

The Great Carver, Champion Shot of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES,

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY

15 and 25 cents

-

GOEVill!MS.

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS. AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

THEIR
E

HT, a

..TOMB

IT IS A QUICK nEALER
WIIEN ArFLIED TO CUTS

MECHANICS

nt

Dr. King's

T$

town loses free delivery under the
new arrangement, there Is a strong
feeling on both shies of the river for a
central postofflce and it Is believed the
end will be achieved.

Unknown Friends.
There are many people who have
Colic. Cholera
used Chamberlain's
and Diarrhoea Remedy wirn splendtt
results, but who are unknown becaus
they have hesitated about giving a
fo
testimonial of their experience
publication. These people, however
are none the less friends of this remedy. They have done much toward
making it a household word by their
DEATH.
ENDS IN
personal recommendations to friends
O'Brien,
The other morning, Harry
neighlxirs. It Is a good medicine
and
who conducted a restaurant at Cimar- to have in the "home and is widely
way
ron, was found dead in an alley
known for Its cures of diarrhoea an
in the rear of the J. M. Charette home, all forms of bowel trouble. For Bale
says the Springer Stockman.
by all druggists.
For two weeks he has been drinking heavily, neglecting his business, TWO-CENMILEAGE
LAW IN VIRGINIA
and it is the general belief that the
long debauch was the cause of his
Yesterday was the date set for the
any two-ceWe have not learned
death.
rate for &im anu i,ouu-m.- jj
former iLf.to na inmnnriori in a law enacted
particulars of the man's
He by the last Virginia general assembly,
whereabouts, or his relatives.
came to Cimarron several weeks ago, to go into effect. Reports from various
and up to the time ho commenced quarters give evidence of a disposition
drinking did a good business in his on tho part of the railroads to ignore
restaurant. The remains were burled the new law. One tho other hand the
at Cimarron.
commercial travelers' organizations
and others interested w ill demand that
TOO MUCH LAS VEGAS
the roads comply with the new rate
FOR POSTOFFICE PATRONS
law and in the event of the latter's
Both the postmasters of the city and refusal
will take tho matter into the
town of l4is Vegas have sent on their courts.
new lonils and as soon as they are
The roads are to bo assailed on all
returned from Washington the city sides protest against payment of the
will be compelled to retake the nam old rates, protest against detaching
Vegas, while the town mileage coupons to pay for transporof East
cgas. Unless tation at a greater rate than 2 cents
will be known as Iis
a compromise arranging for a central a mile, declination to pay more thnn 2
noutofllca can bo arranger, it is be- cents a mile and refusal to get on the
lieved that the city of East I.as Vethereby forcing the conductor to
gas will change its name to something train,
eject
them.
different from Las Vegas, since it Is
Impossible to get correspondents to
The firm selling such goods as the
use the address East
Vegas and genuine Chickering, Everett, Kimball pianos and others, need not boast
of their siiuare dealings; their goods
speak for themselves. The moat seand latest lino of Edison and
and CURE
LUNC8 lect
Victor talking machines and records
In the southwest.
Open evenings.
WITH
THi: WHIT30N MUSIC CO.

KILL the COUGH
thi

V

Have The Eveuisg Citizen for- warded to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
If you are now a paid up sub- uorlber, pleas let us know when
you order the paper forwarded,
lot us know If you do- and al
sire it stopped at your home ad- dross. Be careful to give post- office, hotel or street address, in
all cases.

Its leaders give out."
Another thing: He cannot make a
speech a contrast to Burton, who
was the best speaker in his Btate. He
can talk on agricultural topics but
that's all.
He reads personally all the mail
that comes to his office. He ha this
motto: "NEVER DRINK. SMOKE
CHEW. HUNT, FISH OR PIxAY. IF
IN NEED OF RECREATION, WORK
HARDER."
He has, in all the volumes issued
from his office, never allowed the
words "cyclone," "drouth" or "blizzard" to appear. "Kansas has none
of those things leave them out," are
his orders.
In Topeka Is an hotel lobby that is
the meeting place of politicians. From
all parts of the state they crowd into
its precincts and discuss the topics of
the time. "Milling," the Kansas papers call it, in recognition of Its resemblance to the movements of the
old cattle herds. "I have not been
inside that lobby for well. I don't
know how many years," said Mr.
yet he has been an officeholder
all the time with his headquarters only a block away.

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

TAX DECIDED BY

ii

VOUM RATHER FARM IT AND WRITE FARM
REPORTS THAN BE U. S. SENATOR.

WHO

COCCeOOC0O

AT CASINO THEATER

2T

Special Correspondence.
Topeka, Has., June 18. Coburn
foster Dwight Coourn the Kansan
jwfto refused the senatorial toga left
rvacant In the 'tatal succession." Is
the Weal of the farmers of the west.
iHe Is a farmer. He looks it. But
he Is an eminent farmer. He has
mode himself great in the west ly
iwhat he knows and tells about farming.
Once he ran for governor. Ho
didn't make a respectable showing.
Yet as secretary of agriculture in
Kansas he's a bigger mini than Gov.

190.

grocery man with a check.
grocer would prefer it.
check
paid.

Is

The

Each
a receipt for the amouut

Hy having a checking account at
the bank, you are able to tell, at
tho end of the yar. 5uw much
money you have paid out. You
can tell, too, just where the iiKiiey
... ....
lr
h t'ui amii tur w ua- ,n riuKtK
gives you a complete record.
a checking account is safe, siin- ule and at all timed convenient.
It's one of the advantages funiUh-iby modern ban sing.

Estimates on all kinds of wiring and
cheerfully
electrical
installations
given and work guainteed.W carry
in stock a full line of electric and
combination fixtures, and all supplies. THE BANK 0F COMMERCE
Fans for the hot days, desk and ceilNEW
MEXICO
ing. Call and see us when in dark- ALBUQUERQUE,
Southwestness and be
o
If you want results in advertising
A Citiien want ad Is a good la ern Electric and Construction
try au Evening Citizen want ad.
ve:mtt.

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, JUNE 18, 19C0,

through passengers on to. 22 have to
not
wait for It. The arrangement
nearly as satisfactory as the pervlce
given by trains Nos
and in. Another radical change brought alouL by
the new time ord is the arrival and
departure of train No. 3, tne Caiuor-i.Under the new time
limited
card No. 3 arrives at 1 1 5 and departs at 11:25. giving the passengers
a stretching stopover at the local station of twenty minutes.
m
m

T)ontBeTied to your Kitchen
Ml

Buy a Hooeler Kitchen
Cabinet,
A Baldwin Dry Air
A

1

m

And Kitchen Work Will Be a Pleasure.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

J. D, EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

CORNER COAL

ns

The las Vegas Optic says: W. I
Paris, special oUicere of tho Santa Fe
railroad, was stricken with paralysis,
morning.
at 10:,K o'clock, Saturday
The stroke affected his entire right
side. He was Immediately removed to
the railroad hospital, where his condition was reported .serious late In the
afternoon, lie Is unable to talk aside
from a mumble and appears semiconscious of his surroundings.
Engineer F. S. Smith, of the New
Mexico division, is confined at tile local hospital, the victim of a mall
crane, which stands near the Santa
Fe tracks at Glorleta. Smith was at
the throttle on the second engine ot
train No. 7 last night at)d was leaning
out of the cat window, when he received a blew on the head that rendered him unconscious. The injury
Is not considered to be of a serious
nature.

STREET

THIS CHANGE TO

SE-

-

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES
P

L

ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
aud It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

EMPLOYES
WILL GET

port got into circulation.
The train
going south has to await the arrival
of the No. 7 from the east, and In consequence, will continue leaving here
for El Paso at about midnight.
F. C. Sheppard and W. T. Shattuck.
Ithe former traveling passenger agent
jfor i.he Chicago & Alton, and the lat-- j
ter traveling passenger agent for the
B. & O., left last evening for El Paso.
after a day or two spent in this city.

PASSES

platform foreman
at the local freight house, has leen
granted a two weeks' leave of ab- sence and expects to leave this even-- j
ing for Denver, where he will itake In
There has been prepared by the the races, which started there on
e
conferees on the railroad rate urday,
bill a modified form of the anti-pas- s
S. H. Fields, agent .or the Holmes
amendment, which will be presented!
at the next meeting of the Joint cou- - supply company at Isleta, was in the
ference committee, for consideration, city today accompanied by George H.
says a dispatch from Washington. Mosler, general manager for the com-Th' touring the coast lines,
modification is in the way of!Dany- specifying an excepted class, who may insI,ecting the business places of the
company.
receive free transportation from the
railroads lawfully. The first excep- ,
r Tr
tion is that of railroad employes and
formerly
of this
their families. Another is that of em- - a"d, tame? Gibson.
ployes of the postofflce department,
eed
E. G. Lemaster,

i

Sat-hous-

e

,..

"m",u'

"a
Ter 'fhel''e

Topeka, as
general
foreman of telegraph for the Santa Fe
roaa.

The bridge and building department
of the coast lines of the Santa Fe is
putting in cisterns or cement reser-testln- g
volrs at the various section houses
along the line for storing water. At
the majority of the places the water
has
be hauled l.v tho raiirm.,1
, K a to
me .uccu oio suuauie reservoirs was
pressing.

s
against the
feature
of the railroad rate bill which prohlb- passes
its the issuance of
to employes;
of railroads and their families. The
letter follows
anti-pas-

1

"Topeka, June 14, 1900.
"Hon. Charles Curtis, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C:
"Twenty-fiv- e
hundred employes of
the offices and shops of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company
at Topeka, Kan., earnestly protest
against the passage of the anti-pas- s
provision of the rate bill as adopted
by the conference committee, so far
as it prohibits free passes for railroad
employes and their families. There Is
no public demand for such legislation
and it would work a great hardship
upon railroad employes, who consider
free transportation a reward for meritorious service. We urgently request
that the Kansas delegation In congress
work and vote against the enactment
of such provision. Petition by mail."
Jf. S. Lutz. agent for the Santa Fe
road at Santa Fe, spent Sunday in the
city with his family.

The examining board will meet in
Needles some time in the early part
of July, to examine a number of firemen, who are eligible for promotion.
As usual, the Arizona division is well
represented on the board. Master
Mechanic W. A. Gorge Is chairman of
the examining board, and Road Foreman of Engines M. P. Cheney Is one
of the examiners.
(
A man by the name of Rels, who
was In the wreck at McConnico, out
west, a few months ago, has sued the
Santa Fe railroad for something over
$9,000. The man was in a car with
some household goods, and also had a
horse and burro In the car with him.
The household goods were somewhat
damaged, but neither the man nor the
animals were injured in the slightest.
New Time Card.
The first train, No. 22,

O. D. Buzzell, foreman cf the Santa
to arrive
Fe car shops, left this morning for a from El Paso, on the new time card,
In
came
this morning several hours
visit to Minneapolis, Minn.
late. Under the new time card No.
Sam I. Bonsall, 'electrician for the 22 is due here at 7:30 a. ni., and
Santa Fe, on this division, was in So- through passengers on it are comcorro yesterday looking after his du- pelled to transfer to train No. 2, which
is due to arrive at 7:55 and depart at
ties.
8:25. When No. 22 is
C. O. Yoakum, city freight and pas for it. When No. zlate.i8 No. 2 waits
later the
senger agent for the Santa Fe at El
Paso, was an Albuquerque visitor for
several noiirs last evening.

...

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- hip will be made good (
without expense to the t
owner, Irrespective ofi
10 quamy. j
io prices, you can't beat ours on the
satr.e grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands, of skilled men and Is equipped
all ni- - essary appliances for doing the, highest grade of repairing wlta
' upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

luoj r.oiwis you as

Albuquerque Carriage Co
.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; lasiUsffS,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Frosts fee
Buildings.
Rtpmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnory a Bpoelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albsqaerfie, M. M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Betiding Soppties

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

Both Phones

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

CARPET
CLEAN M
THORNTON Thm Cfmiicr

Cleans everything.

Furniture

Man.

He is the

Moving,

and shipping, unpacking and

setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street
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and

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

that you give
us a onanee
to figure wlttt
you.

J.

Wholesale and Retail Albuquerque

& CO.,

KORBER

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and

PRESCRIPTIONS

Salt Meats.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,
.

At Consistent
Prices

Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

j

DY

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Wootton

HOUSE

PLANTS

A

SPECIALTY

MOVING!

Ranches

Bottled In Bond.

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third BL,
3 ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
STEWART'S 8TEEL LAWN FENCE.
AND WINDMILLS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI

Lead Avenue and First Street.

Cor.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

& EAKIN

Sole Agents.
Albuquerque, M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

WEDDING

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug atore, South
Third etreet.

yoooooooco

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Autornatlo phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

7

213

215-21-

Lucero

Am

to

UP

daTe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A.

STRONG BLOCK.

CAKES A SPECIALTY,

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order for
8
this line with us.

N.MEX.

and

PUMPS, TANKS

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

BEBBEIv OPT ICAL CO.

Myer,

RENTALS

AND

IRRIGATING

&

Real Estate

General Contractor

PIONEER BAKERY

TI!E

j

XXXXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXX)CXXXXX)

A. D. JOHNSON

Em

WALKER,
riRK

INSURANCE.

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Rallro4
.
avenue.

TOTI A OR API

MANLTACTLT.ED

quality
price la

you
what
want, we msk

SIMON

'

ALBUQUERQUE

I

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

SI

pack-In- g

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque

LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
APART OB INTERFEKE
-'
WITH THE

Third and Marquette

STEAM

--

"
COM BINES
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID

Machine Works $

Albuquerque foundry and

ELITE CAFE

Is

REFORM BIFOCUFS

OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

CORNER

FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

r.

I

This Strong
Guarantee

403,700 pounds, and the capacity of the
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
tanks for water Is 7.800 gallons, while
LIVERY,
SALK, FEED AND TRANSthat for coal Is fifteen tons.

What will be, it is asserted, the
biggest freight engine round house in
the world will be built by the Lake
Shore road at Toledo. Plans which
have been adopted provide space for
forty stalls for freight engines. It will
cost approximately $50,000. In addition to the round house, new car shops
and new engine coaling docks are to
be constructed, and the capacity of
Hon. Frank O. Murphy, president the freight terminals at Toledo Is to
of the Santa Fe. Prtscott & Phoenix be doubled.
railroad, was in the city for a short
time last night, in company with a ARIZONA & COLORADO
party of friends in his private car, en
BEGINS ACTIVE WORK.
route to Phoenix from Washington,
The actual work of construction on
D. C., where he has been for some the Arizona
&
Colorado railroad,
time past actively engaged in the which has been long wished for by the
fight against Joint statehood.
He people of the San Juan section, has
stated last evening that 'he was satis- actually begun, says
the Times-Hustlefied with the present outlook, as he
Evidences
that the
was suro Arizona would vote almost work will be pushed Indicate
with ail possible
solidly agaLnst the union of the two speed.
territories.
Last week, the survey corps between Farmington and Gallup had orHarriman Loses Pass.
that they would remain on the
The employes of the Pullman com- ders
line three week longer. They had
pany throughout the country are now arranged
for supplies to
searching for parses issued to Edward last them at Fruitlnnd
veir that length of time. On
H. Harriman and family, good over all
a messenger brought
lines using Pullman cars, Mrs. Mar- Sunday fornight
them to oreak camp at once
shall Field and family, H. C. Hurlburt orders
be at Gallup with all camp equipand family, and Charles Isham and and
age for shipment to Tucson. A man
family.
sent to Fruitland to cancel all
These passes were Issued by Robert was
orders and to convey change of plans
TV Lincoln, president of the Pullman
company, and so far as could be as- to Interested parties at Durango and
points.
certained, none of the recipients of other
Tho actual work of construction has
tho passes can tell what they did with
this side of Tucson, and
them nor where they lost them. The commenced
Engineer Milton and all his men are
bulletins instruct, -- uliman conductors engaged
on the construction work into take up the passes wherever prestead of going to Old Mexico, as was
sented, and compel tht holders to pay at
first reported.
fare.
It may be of Interest to some of the
doubting Thomases to know that a
Canadians Are Coming.
John J. Byrnee, assistant passenger section of this road between Pierce
traffic manager of the Santa Fe coast and Cochise is already in operation.
The road will be built Into Farmlines, has received dispatches stating
that several hundred Canadians will ington and up the La Plata to the
Toronto within two
wk.. for coal fields as the first places to be
to the coast, and that they will reached, after which the line will be
be In
Angeles during July. The pushed up the San Juan to a Pueblo
..
.
party will be in charge or E. M. Cuth-ber- t, connection.
a woman who has conducted
FOUND FIVE LEGS
tours to the coast for several years.
AMONG MASS OF FLESH.
The train will consist of four PullMystery yet surrounds ithe killing
mans, a dining car and a baggage car
each, being run as two sections of one of three human beings four miles
of Sooorro on Friday morning
train. The trains are scheduled to south
northoound train No. 10. The
leave Chicago on July 4, and to reach by
Los Angeles on July 14. On the way bodies were so literally rent asunder
only the legs and arms were to
west a short stop will be made at Al- that
be recognized as being parts of hubuquerque and at Grand Canyon. Sev. man
eral days will be spent in southern besidebodies. Three nats were found
the track, and there is some
California sight seeing.
question as to whether three men
were killed or only two, as a native
Largest Locomotive Built.
who helped gather
the piece toThe Lake Shore is said to have re- gether is quoted as saying that there
ceived the heaviest passenger engine were five legs among tho fragments
ever built for a road In this country. of flesh. As yet, no one has
reIt Is of the prairie type, weighs 244,-70- 0 ported missing near Socorro, been
the
and
pounds, and Is designed as a step killed are believed to have been
in the development of large passenger cither tramps or native laborers from
locomotives on the New York Central Mexico.
Whoever they were, the
lines. The new locomotive Is entirely coroner's Jury found that they had
free from untried devices and prin- gone to sleep on the track, whether
ciples. The engine and tender weigh drunk or not, will never be known.

to
,P0IlS,r,Sni0,t;!ff
VpMkQ"
at
the assistant

travel.
A committee, representing: the em
ployes of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa to Railway company, In To- peka, have sent a letter and petition
to Congressman Charles Curtis, pro- -

PAQE SEVEN.

mend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do an work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking you, I beg to remain,
'
Very truly yours.
JOE SCH MITT.
P. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by tho bursting of nn Immense vat hi the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
and $5 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twenty years about the entire amount paid
in will bo returned to him.
F. 3. SCHWENTKER.

The I.as Vegas Optic says: Samuel
Smith, the locomotive engineer of this
city who was taken suddenly 111 at
Albuquerque, and has been a patient
here In the Santa Fe hospital, left
yesterday to undergo a surgical operation at Topeka. He was accompanied
by his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Lowe.
The surgical operation that
will be performed involves one of his
eyes.

Steel Range

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. D. Schwentker, Manager Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Compuny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.67, which I have today received from your
company In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret Is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks Instead of the $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 .policy. I can certainly recom-

:

Superior

Bridge-Beac- h

EVENING

M,
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and
'

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second 8L, Both Phones.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

'

corner of Washington avenue, Albuquerque, N. H.

300 North Broadway,

,

a

W. R. Brown,

division passenger
agent for the Santa Fe, returned to
headquarters in El Paso last night,
after a thort time simit in this city
on business.
The Winslow Mail says: Miss Cora
Ball, daughter of Dispatcher and Mrs.
L. H. Ball, returned home from Albuquerque, where she has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Cavanaugh
Day Ticket

Clerk Harry Fonts is
looking for a man who on Saturday
night filched his coat from a peg in
Thelin's barin r shop. He says that
ho can't use the old coat left in the
place of his g d one.
Charles Clausen, a former fireman
on the Arizona division, who lost his
eyes by the breaking of a water glass
on the engine on which he was firing,
alx)ut a ytar ago, is at Needles, for a
short visit with old friends.
m

The Santa Fe Railroad company is
building an ice and cold storage building on the west of the Harvey house
at Kingman. The building la to be
large enough to accommodate all the
needs of the company at that place.

The Ftittsre Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Befen

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santo

F"e

Railway

Bslsn is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
O! 1,090 busmen and re!deooe lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 8(1 and
tMfifX); churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants;
largest
naiinrtnt. o. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, fluur, wheat, wine,

IL
Ti

tul lt4

WS8T

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; pablis school mom, eost- mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; tare kotels,
leans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance ss a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot
estimated.

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WXL

LIMITED

in the center of tbe city, well grsded, (msny of them Improved by cultivation)
s
wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc , etc. Also s
modern hotel.

ctered are

GO OVER

no ktnd or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need s

first-clas- s

bskery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing skot,

Qrst-clss-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Harvey J. Mre, chief clerk in the
IiH'al Santa Fe of.ces, I' ft yesterday
for Newton, Kan., where he will
end his vacation, taking in other
ints in Kansas during the two
months that he i'rends to lie absent.
General Manager Hurley informs
The Citizen that the Santa Fe does
not contemplate putting on a daylight
train between this city and FJ Paso,
aud cannot Imagine how ouch a rt- -

Cut-o- ff

tH JOHN BECKER,

'tiwrssp

hummx!"

maaa

xzx&r'

f lastly

hi
skill.

9
it

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
President
WM..M. BERGER,

sflU2akt

!

Cigars and Tobacco, ana

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

is reported that the streets of;
Wiinslow will be oiled this summer.
the Santa Fe road furnishing all oil
that is necessary free of charge.
It,

1

Secretary

ALBUQUEliQUE

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Stylish, SUMMER Shoes
A Fine Appearance is the opening wedge
that forces recognition and wins a good start
THIS IS THE KIND OF APPEARANCE WE HAVE CREATED
FOR OUR SHOES. OUR SHOES SELL ON THEIR SIIArE, AND
IN THE LATTER
TRAVEL ON THEIR MERIT.
INSTANCE,
THEY GO A IONO WAY.
WE WANT YOU TO EXAMINE OUK LINE. A LOOK WILL
SHOW THAT OUR DESCRIPTION' IS TRUE, AND THEN THE
CHANCES ARE IN OUR FAVOR OF GAINING ANOTHER

MEN'S LOW SHOES
MEN'S

$1.65 to $4.00
$1.85 to $4.00
$1.50 to $3.50
$1.50 to $4.00
$ .90 to $2.25

HIGH wHOES

WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
WOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
CHILDREN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S HIGH SHOES

$1.00 to $2.50

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. P. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This la because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Noa, 118 and 120 South Second

atreet

Fair In west portion of territory;
In east portion of
local thunderstorm
territory tonight and Tuesday.
OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

Following was ihie 4 o'cWk rcKrt
on the arrival of Santa Fe passenger

trains:
No.
All
time.

8

At

8:4Ti p. in.

oth'r trains

lire

reported

on

CITIZEN.

EVENING

man to lake charge during their absence. Mrs. Stevens and son have
arranged to visit relatives and friends
In lindon, and thry hope to be on
their long Journey in a few days.
known
Rmll Klein wort, the well
North Third street meat dealer, will
leave tomorrow evening for Wedel,
HolHtcln. (lennany, on a visit to his
aged mother. About a month or six
weeks ago Mr. Klein.wort'8 father dkd
and his mother whT has reached a
ripe old age. Is anxious to see her
son before she yields up her life to
her Maker. Mr. KMnwort will be absent several months.
Rev. J. W. Barron, of the Congregational church of this city, has it he distinction of being one of the Congregational ministers of the United
States to accomplish things during the
past year. A late number of the "Advance," a Congregational weekly,
contains a large
in Chicago,
halftone cut of Rev. Rarron, along
with a wrlteup of his work.
AliotM 200 men and women, members of the Gorman society, Journeyed
to Schwartman'g park yesterday morning, leaving here about 8 o'clock, taking Iwsket lunches with them, and
spent the day in the shade of the
trees. In tho afternoon dancing was
Indulged In. Refreshments were serv
ed and althogether, the picnickers re-Hrt a most enjoyable time.
Tennis Oxfords, with rubber soles
and canvas uppers, either black or
white, for men, women and children,
50c, GOc, C5c and 75c, at C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

TICKETS

R.R.

Tonight Ih rPKulnr mooting night for
the city council.
13. H. Hlckford, of
Ike Valley, was
a visitor In the metropolis over Sunday.
W. C. Woods and family, ,'10 Soul-Arno at root, left today for u visit to
the Jemez springs.
Regular meeting of Mineral lodge,
Knlgiht of Pythias, will be held tonight at 8 o'clock in the Klks build.

ing.

Mrs. George Arnot, accompanied by

her children, has gone to has Vegas,
where sTie will visit the remainder of
the summer.
passenger conduc
tor on the Santa Fe, is 1n the city on
iiiisiness, being Introduced at The
Citizen office by A. J. Frank.
James A. Wroth, son of Dr. Wroth,
.eft last night for San Francisco, from
which place he will go Into the Tono-pah- ,
Nev., mining district.
f Can- Max Ehrlich, the attorney
delarla. Is In the city touay, the first
time for several months. Max has
boen on the tick list.
W. II. Snydr, ia contractor and
builder of this city, is at Raton look-- j
Ing over the field there with a view!
of locating In that city.
Andrew Fraser, connected with the
water service of the Santa Fe, has
gone west for several weeks In the Interest of the coimpany.
Harmon Wynkoop, of Las Vegas,
formerly a printer in this city, visited his family here Sunday. He will
return to Ias Vegas tonight.
Alamo Hive No. 1, Ladies of the
Maccalees, will meet In Odd Fellows'
nail tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. Refreshments, to iwemliera
Val. J. Thomas,

T. Y. MAYNARD

The Hickox - Maynard

Co

1 1

ALL

ffi'!cffi!SRne Shoes

London Club
No. 424 North Second St.

SANITARY

BOARDING

STABLE

Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

yew

Auto., 311.
u

"W3

Service and

house; bath,

six-roo-

.t

Vi

r miulorn r" n -

Wiest Tijcras

ave

Pfimlu ulnnrl nnn nnvLnnrl rnlf nnri hjiuunhntil trrmrtR , fllsm
a three-rootent for Bale or rent.
it)iiii soutn waiter Bireet.
CAT

&fy3

The Store for

CLARIFY

TOO LATE TO

I.VVW

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHies

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
Style,
Saving

Ladies always welcome, day or
evenings, at the west bowling alleys,

C24

SIZES

$.50

No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

LIVERY COMPANV

ALL

TAN OXFORDS ARE THE REAL SWELL
THING. THREE STYLES

SHOE STORE

KANSAS HAY A CAR OF EXTRA
E. W. FEE. 620
GOOD QUALITY.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

venlences.
nue.

les OXFORDS

FAUNTLEROY."

LORD

HUNT A
olt.nt H , Huh anrl

STY

8 W. R. P. Ave,

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.

Kill

We Have Just Received a New and Complete Line
of the DOUGLAS SHOE, Completing the
Summer Shipment of

WM. CHAPLIN'S

Se3 Windows

-

TP

m

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

See Windows

,
J

When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satisfaction we reiterate, the guarantee given to us by
the makers. Should anything prove unsatisfactory
we ask you to let us know and we shall make It
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
the best of us. Schwab Clothes are known as honest clothes they are honestly made and trimmed,
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
fair minded man will find they meet his highest expectations.
We have a good showing of Summer
Styles.
Come In and look them over.
Prices
range from

o
O

$10 to $20

SEE BIG WINDOW

o

DISPLAY.

S
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Comp &ny

Whitn

Tasty Fountain Beverages

CEMENT,

SOLO

Association Of flea
Transactions

ROSENFIELD'S,

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted
just arrived.
inspection.
your
We invite

LUMBER,

(OUGHT.

Guaranteed

CAS
"LITTLE

World Renowned

EXCHANGED

d

Evangelist H. A. Ironside, icf Oakland, Cal., will speak in the open air
this evening at 8 o'clock, at the corner of Railroad avenue and Second
only.
street. Tuesday evening he will give
Mr. and Mrs. R. Romero and son, of at tho North Fourth street mission, a
who were the picture chalk talk at 7 o'clock, to the
Oanunea. Mexico,
guesU of Albuquerque relatives and children, and will follow with a gospel
friends for several days, were passen- address for oiuer folks. All free,
o
gers for Ias Vegas this morning.
line
Just Received Elbow Length Silk
Mrs. W. U. Clark and son, Chester,
China
of South Edith street, have returned Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION STORE.
from Clifton, Ariz., where they have
o
been visiting Mrs. Clark's brother,
The "Affidavits" are open for a
Harry L. Wllkrson and family, for- challenge
team on
from any
merly of this city, the past two weeks. earth, at the
West Bowling alleys.
NEW MEXICO' LEADING JEWELERS
Mrs. Samuel Schultz has returned
o
to El Paso, ticcompanled by her daughJust Received Elbow Length Silk
80UTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
ter, Mrs. James Orunsfeld, and the Gloves, $1 and $2 per pair.
LION STORE.
latter'8 son, after a pleasant visit with
her daughter, Mrs. IMoa llfeld, vVest
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Copper avenue, the past two months.
Hardware company's store
1
years ago, Mcintosh
This day, twenty-fiv- e
are Indispensable for outing parties.
Milton Yarberry, marshal of Albuquerque, hot and killed a railroad shop
CASINO
employe named Campbell. On this
day also. Clay Allison and his gang
of stage robbers were arrested In this
"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY."
city.
WANTED.
Renigno Romero, of the Romero
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
For Zoological Parks.
Drug company, manufacturers of "Ijh
a pretty good opinion of our ice cream too. But when
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
Sanadora," has returned to the city
we see the continued increase 'in the amount' of
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topvery
trip
business
a
successful
from
these good things we sell, we are inclined to think
to Colorado, whtre he placed his knot partridges, fox and black squirthat other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
medicine on sale in a number of rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild aniit, you'll see.
cities.
r
mals and birds. Write and tell me
Elizabeth Land, of what you
Rose
Miss
can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Solma, Ala., has arrived in the city, Naturalist, Washington, D.
C.
and will be the guest of Miss Helen
Brnelt Building
J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
Rody, Mi2 Kent avenue, for some time
The linilofentnl "Aflijiavtlu" nn1 t!n
to come. The young lalies were "Elks" bowling, teams in a match
schoolmates in Washington, D. C, two game i nursday veiling, June. 21.
years ago.
o
Sen the nienic haskets In th Mrln.
Mrs. W. II. Oreer, who has but recently returned truni Chicago, will tosh Hardware company's display
leave tonight for Denilng, where she window.
will visit for several weeks, spendSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
ing most of the time at the home
ranch of the victorio Land and Cattle
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
company.
A home made door, with trimmings.
M. C. Ney, a druggist, who resided for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
in this ciiy fi r a short time, accompanied by J. 13. Montoya, made the mortised together, and as strong as
trip overland from hero to Farming-ton- , a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
where Mr. New purchased a drug screen door,
store from H. R. Rowling, and is now will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with trimin business in that town.
mings, for $1.25.
Robert lioudon, the well known
e
the regular shop made
dairyman, is now supplying San Mar-cla- l screen make
doors
always cost,
with his ice cream, and word heretofore, $2.00thatto have
$2.25, for $1.50.
from
town
ice
the
that
that
conies
N. M.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
cream furnished by Mr. Loudon Is
PLANING MILL CO.
the best ever handled by any dealer
in San Marcial.
Get your team together, boys and
Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, accopanlod 'by come down and beat the "Affidavits"
THE
her children, is expected to arrive in at the West bowling alley.
o
the city within a Uw days from Los
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Angeles, where she has been the past
five m. nths. Mrs. McGaffey will be Mcintosh Hardware company's store
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Frank are Indispensable for outing parties.
RAILROAD AVE.
Strong, who lias been her guest the
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
past six weeks.
Ueniemlier, Eureka la the only lime
Mr. and Mrs. Montague Stevens and "ui nere mat win noi pop, cracK or
Diamond, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We invite
son, of Socorro county, did not ar- blister In the wall. See that It is
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
rive this morning as scheduled. In a specified In your contract.
letter to Mr. Metcalf, Mr. Stevens
HAHN &. CO.
states that they nio detained at the
Whitcomb
Springs DellgTitful sumranch until tliey can get some ffiod
mer resort, Is now open to the public. Gcod rooms, good meals, every
thing clean and nice. Bring your
famines and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
GEO. W. HICKOX.

AND

1906.

W. L. Douglas Shoes

Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. ni.. 1:30
to 5 p. m. Aoto 'phone 203.
Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
fession In 118 Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

J 8,

MONDAY, JUNE

.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

U3, JJ5, Ml Sooth First Sireet

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

EIRE ITT

Albuquerque,

S. T. VANN, 0.

BOYS WASH SUITS
All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.
up-to-da-

Boys' Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
-fancy colors; only
"

(HI

FRESH

te

t

01

0

K

f

SI.75

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
Blouse, 2 J 2 to 8 years; $3.25 and

S3.50

TO

PRESIDENT OF
NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

Successors to E. J. POST

It

& COMFANY

M
M
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Sole Agents (or the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

CUT FLOWERS.

Adams & Dilgard

gllglL

N

toocoococcoooo
.

JJU

See Display
.
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BE SHOWN

iS.E. L. WASHBURN

IN
MEXICO,

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3 to
8 years; brown linen

ASK

mm

NEW

MciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

.

--

OPTICIAN

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann'B drug store.

See the Dicnlc baskets In the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's disDlav
window.

''

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D,

Eye Sight
Specialist

Palace

Diamond

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

.

40 J, 403 North First S rret
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Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

Ai.

U.

J

M

H

215 West Railroad Avenue

Our Specialty

Street and Railroad

OurWindow

M

M

M
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